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i

Abstract

Over the years, the amount of data in our lives is increased drastically. Not
only the Web, but also devices around us overwhelm us with data. To man-
age this �ood of data, mashups have been created over the years. While �rst
generation mashups were focussed on the Web, new technologies like Dis-
tributed User Interfaces (DUIs) and the Internet of Things (IoT) o�ered new
opportunities for a new generation of mashup tools. Mashup tools for DUIs
and IoT have been developed over the years, but none of them integrates
both.

This thesis o�ers a solution, namely the creation of a mashup tool for
Distributed Physical-Digital User Interfaces. Related work in the �elds of
mashup tools, DUIs and IoT is investigated. Afterwards a general solution
is de�ned following an iterative design process. Web technologies are used
to implement the �nal product. Flowcharts are being used to construct the
mashups.

With the designed mashup tool, users are able to connect Web of Things
(WoT) devices and several display devices (phone, tablets, computers) to the
system and design Physical-Digital User Interfaces. A mashup which allows
di�erent display devices to control a WoT device, or get data from other
physical devices are example applications.

A user study with unexperienced programmers showed that the system
is easy to use and helped them create advanced applications. In addition,
some limitations are described and possible solutions to overcome them in
the future are given. Last but not least, some extensions that can be made
to the system in the future are discussed.
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1
Introduction

Data is everywhere. Since the introduction of the Web, the amount of data
is increased drastically. A lot of personal data is �oating around, websites
overwhelm us with articles, and since the introduction of the Internet of
Things it is possible for physical things to share data and to be controlled
over the Web. For a person, it becomes hard to manage all these fragmented
data. Luckily, solutions have been proposed during the years.

As the Web 2.0 was introduced new functionalities became possible [55].
Third parties could be accessed by an API and data could be extracted.
Users were then able to select data from multiple resources and build their
own application with it. This technique is done by the use of mashups [36].
Early examples of mashups are Yahoo Pipes! [58], Microsoft Pop�y [40] and
Intel MashMaker [16]. All of them could scrape data from the internet and
make new applications with it. With Microsoft Pop�y [40] for example, it
became possible to get all the photos of a Flickr account and show them in
a carousel. With Yahoo Pipes!, users were able to get data from multiple
online newspapers and create their own news site with it. Nonetheless, most
of these mashups tools are not available anymore, or the development of them
was stopped [7, 15, 64].

However, technology kept evolving and new opportunities for a new gen-
eration of mashup tools arose. One of them is the introduction of Distributed
User Interfaces [71]. With DUIs, users are able to distribute their work over
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multiple screens, to share it to others, or work together in a group with
multiple devices. This cross-device interaction became the subject of a new
generation mashup tools that helped developers create distributed interfaces.
Examples of such mashup tools are MultiMasher [31], Panelrama [76], XD-
Studio [52], Weave [8] and DemoScript [9].

Figure 1.1: Mashup tools for DUIs and IoT exist, but limited research is
done to develop a mashup tool for digital-physical user interfaces

Together with Distributed User Interfaces, the Internet of Things is a
remarkable new technology. With IoT, physical devices become digitally
available. Sensor data can be requested for over the Internet, lights can be
turned on and o� with mobile phones. New opportunities for di�erent �elds
emerged [1]. Over the years, some mashup tools are developed in order to
create applications that are able to control smart things. Open Sen.se [56],
Node-RED1, WoTKit [5] and glue.things [35] are some examples.

Until now, limited research is done on how to integrate DUIs and IoT/-
WoT into a single mashup tool. The goal of this thesis will be to develop
a mashup tool where it is possible to combine these two technologies. With
this tool, users should be able to create, for example, an application where
a smartwatch can be used to control a WoT lightbulb, a smartphone can
change a map that is displayed on a tv screen, while sensor data shown on a
tablet will be updated based on the new location of the map. Meaning the
mashup tool should have the possibility to distribute data across multiple
devices as well include information retrieved from smart things. In addition,
these smart things should be controllable.

1https://node-red.org/
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The goal is to make the tool as simple as possible where the end user
should not know any programming language in order to use the tool. In
this way, unexperienced developers should be able to create an advanced
application, only by dragging and clicking around in the mashup tool.

In order to start with the development of this tool, existing work is inves-
tigated. First, related work in mashup tools, Distributed User Interfaces and
the Internet of Thing (and Web of Things) is done separately. Next, research
to overlapping �elds is done. Mashup tools for DUIs will be examined, as well
as mashup tools for IoT and WoT applications. Likewise, the combination
of DUIs and the IoT and WoT is studied.

Based on the related work, a general solution will be proposed. Important
guidelines from the literature reviews will be taken in mind and integrated
in the �nal solution. Personas and a scenario are de�ned in order to test
the program afterwards. A User Interface Design Process is performed be-
fore actually creating the application. User Class Descriptions, Usability
Requirements, Tasks Modeling, User Object Modeling, a Style Guide and
�nally Prototyping are part of this process.

Done testing the prototypes, the �nal mashup tool is implemented. The
Implementation chapter will provide all the technical details about how the
tool is developed. A User Study is performed in order to evaluate the newly
constructed mashup tool. Finally, Future Work is discussed and a Conclusion
about this thesis given in the �nal chapter of this thesis.
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2
Related Work

In this chapter, the domain of mashup tools, Distributed User Interfaces
(DUIs) and the Internet of Things (IoT) will be investigated. First, all the
di�erent topics are considered separately. Afterwards, work in overlapping
�elds is discussed.

2.1 Mashup Tools

The term `mashup' originally comes from the music scene. It is derived from
mixing songs to create a new song, regardless of the sources [28]. Nowadays,
mashups are present in multiple domains like digital, video and web. In the
paper �Elucidating the Mashup Hype: De�nition, Challenges, Methodical
Guide and Tools for Mashups� [36], the authors propose the following def-
inition for the term mashup: �a mashup is a web-based application that is
created by combining and processing on-line third party resources, that con-
tribute with data, presentation or functionality�.

The major breakthrough for mashups occurred when the Web 2.0 was
introduced and new functionalities became possible [54]. Computers could
now get dynamic access to data by using AJAX, APIs are used in order to
share data. The web is now interactive, where it is possible for users to not
only download, but also upload content. A lot of data is available and can be
used by multiple parties [49]. This enabled new ways of creating mashups,
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with the consequence that a lot of them were created since the introduction
of the term Web 2.0 back in 2004 [2]. A good example is housingmaps.com1,
which was the very �rst Google Maps mashup. On this site, houses that are
on Craigslist are shown on Google Maps. It is said to be the �rst Web 2.0
application [62]. An example of housingmaps is shown in Figure 2.1. At the
top of the page, users can choose what kind of accommodation they want to
see (e.g. houses for rent of for sale). Next, some �lters can be applied. Users
can select a city they want to live in, together with a price range. Once these
�lters are applied, the results are shown in a list on the right side of the page
and on a map on the left side.

Figure 2.1: Example of housingsmaps.com: Houses on the right that match
the �lters are marked on the map

Murthy [48] de�nes the process of creating a mashup as follows: �rst,
we obtain data from di�erent sources, then combine them in a new applica-
tion. We do this by a process that consists of three parts: data extraction,
data matching (the transformation of data in the expected format for an
endpoint) and data integration. With the introduction of these techniques,
new challenges arose. Multiple unique mashups can be made, and it is not
feasible to only let expert developers create those mashups. Together with
these experienced users, an average Internet user should be able to create
a mashup. But for them it may be hard to just create the desired mashup
at once. Creating mashups namely requires the knowledge of programming
languages like PHP, JavaScript and HTML [79]. Maybe, it would be better
to serve a set of ready services to a user (a toolkit) with which the user can
experiment and create their own content. It might be challenging to develop
such a toolkit, but it the end, it can pay o� [10]. This is an example of a

1http://www.housingmaps.com/
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user-driven product evaluation where users get a set of tools and build prod-
ucts on their own [67]. In the past years, multiple of those mashup tools were
developed in order to help users construct their own mashups [61]. One ex-
ample of a mashup tool is Yahoo! Pipes [58]. The author of the book `Yahoo!
Pipes' describes that the Internet is our new database, and we need a tool to
merge, sort, search and �lter the data that is available on the web. Yahoo!
Pipes focuses mainly on news feeds and lets their users create custom feeds.
There are more than 24 modules that will help the user create his new web
application. The user is able to just drag and drop some feeds on a canvas
and combine them with some connectors. Users are able to save their pipes
and share them with other users. An example of the interface can be found in
Figure 2.2. Unfortunately, Yahoo stopped the development of Yahoo! Pipes
in 2015 [64]. In the early years, a disadvantage of Yahoo! Pipes was the lack
of presenting and understanding the RDF format. To overcome this, DERI
Pipes [38] was created. DERI Pipes is built with Yahoo Pipes! in mind,
but is able to understand RDF and output data in the RDF format. They
call themselves a Semantic Web Pages engine (SWP) and enable the user to
create semantically-enhanced mashups.

Figure 2.2: The Yahoo Pipes! interface

A drawback of Yahoo! Pipes and DERI Pipes is the absence of a visual
representation of output data. The user is only able to view their results in
plain text format. Mashmaker [16] is a mashup tool developed by Intel that
allows users to visualise the collected data. Like the previous tools discussed,
the main goal of Mashmaker is to allow non-expert users to easily create their
own mashups. An example application can be the following: when a user
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wants to buy a house, they can add a housing website to Mashmaker. Once
this is done, Mashmaker will create a data tree. When the user then clicks on
a node (i.e. a house), Mashmaker will suggest widgets to apply to the node
(e.g. look for shops nearby this house). These widgets can be edited by the
users if they want to (e.g. specifying that `near' means `1 kilometer'). The
disadvantage of Intel Mashmaker is that it is only possible to visualise data,
and not to store the data in a XML �le for other usage. Just like Yahoo
Pipes!, Mashmaker is not available on the Internet anymore [15].

Microsoft Pop�y [40] is a mashup tool that combines the best of both
worlds and makes it possible for the user to visualise their results, but they
also store output data in text formats (e.g. XML). It is said that the end user
does not need any skill of programming languages to use Microsoft Pop�y,
but does need a little bit understanding of data formats. Blocks need to
be connected in order to build a successful web application. An example
application can be to select all pictures of a Flickr pro�le and show them in
a carousel (see Figure 2.3). In this way it di�ers from the previous tools. A
common point is the ability to store the created web application online so
other users are able to reuse the created program and, if they want, edit it
for their needs. Unfortunately, also Microsoft Pop�y does not exist anymore
these days [7].

Figure 2.3: Microsoft Pop�y: easily combine a Flickr account and an image
scraper to show images in a carousel

Depending on the proposed classi�cation of mashups by the authors of
the paper Elucidating the Mashup Hype: De�nition, Challenges, Methodical
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System Main features Type
Yahoo!
Pipes [58]

- Create mashups from news feeds
- Output during design time
- Control features like loop, union, �lter

�ow

Intel Mash-
Maker [16]

- Helpful widgets to �lter results
- Visual representation of output
- Suggests mashups to users

�ow

Microsoft
Pop�y [40]

- Create mashups from di�erent services
- Visual and textual representation of output
- Share created mashup with other users

�ow

Dapper [21] - Highlight and extract text from any web page
- Create API based on any website
- Share data with other users

extract

Marmite [74] - Combine existing web content and service
- Visual and textual representation of output
- Template data-�ows available

extract

Table 2.1: Overview of well-known mashup tools

Guide and Tools for Mashups [36], the tools that currently have been dis-
cussed are �ow mashups. Here, users customise the resource �ow of a web
page by combining multiple resources from di�erent sources. Afterwards,
these resources are transformed and integrated in the mashup application.
The other kind of mashups the authors de�ne, are the extraction mashups.
These mashups are data wrappers that collect and analyze resources from
di�erent sources and merge them in one content page. As an example they
give Dapper [21], a mashup tool that (just like the others) is not in use
anymore. With Dapper, users were able to highlight content of a website
that they wanted to extract. This data could be outputted in the desired
format and shared with other users afterwards. Dapper lets users create an
API based on any website. When creating Marmite [74], Wong and Hong
had a look at Dapper and discovered that it is more a tool for programmers
who can make use of the output Dapper produces: users had to be able to
transform the generated XML �le in a visual representation. With Marmite,
users can add multiple steps and choose to see the result in a spreadsheet
format, to visualise the results on a map, to directly insert in a database, or
to make a combination of two or more. The interface of Marmite exists of 3
columns. In the �rst column, a number of operations are listed. Users can
drag one or more operations to the second column and combine them with
pipes to create a data �ow. The operations can extract and process data
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from web pages. Output results are shown in the third column in the chosen
format(s). If multiple formats are chosen, Marmite will generate a list box in
this third column where the user can choose which format he wants to see.
For example, the user can create a data �ow where the results �rst will be
outputted in a spreadsheet format, and afterwards will be shown on a map.
In the output column, a list box with options `spreadsheet' and `map' will be
generated in order to choose the format in which the results will be shown.

As a conclusion of this part, we can say that the �rst generation mashup
tools are not that successful anymore given the fact that a lot of products
are discontinued. However, new technologies were introduced, together with
new possibilities to create next generation mashups. In Table 2.1, an overview
of some mashup tools is given. In the following sections, two of these new
technologies (Distributed User Interfaces and the Internet of Things) are
discussed. Afterwards, some examples of mashup tools that were created to
support the development of mashing up DUI and IoT applications are given.

2.2 Distributed User Interfaces

Distributed User Interfaces (DUIs) are user interfaces that try to surpass the
classic user interfaces that only can be manipulated by one user at the time
on one screen. They enable the users to distribute a UI element on their
screen to one or many other screens at design and/or runtime [71]. A new
environment is created when multiple displays and devices are connected to
each other. Key factors of such a new system are the scale (that depends
on the biggest device in the environment) and the amount of individual pos-
sibilities for users [66]. The creation of DUIs gained interest because of a
cost reduction of digital displays and can nowadays be found in indoor and
outdoor environments [19]. The introduction of new communication tech-
nologies like web services gave the opportunity to fully utilize the potential
of interconnected mobile devices to create a distributed interaction space [41].

To come up with a general de�nition of a Distributed User Interface,
Vanderdonckt considers the de�nition of distributed computing, which is
�a distributed system that consists of multiple autonomous computers that
communicate through a computer network � [69]. He took this de�nition as a
basis for the de�nition of a UI distribution, which �concerns the repartition of
one or many elements from one or many user interfaces in order to support
one or many users to carry out one or many tasks on one or many domains in
one or many contexts, each context of use consisting of users, platforms and
environments�. Distributed User Interfaces thus allow for a UI to be divided
over a set of devices and displays. They take advantage of these multiple
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devices and displays instead of relying on just one of them [3]. Multiple
forms of distributed interfaces exist and de�ne a set of characteristics for
these DUIs [45]. The following list gives an overview of di�erent DUIs and
their characteristics that have been investigated by other researchers:

• Multiple monitors on the same computing platform can be used by one
user. In their paper, Bi and Balakrishnan [4] did a week-long study
and compared the use of a small monitor and the use of a bigger screen
(with more space for di�erent windows and tasks) by a user. Results
showed that users unanimously preferred the use of a large display.
They thought it was easy and less time consuming not have to switch
continuously between windows when completing a task.

• Multiple platforms, that are in sync, can be used by one user. In [32]
the authors did a study to investigate the di�erence between a single
monitor user and a multi monitor user. They did this in order to know
if new design principles should be developed for multi monitor users.
They logged the window management activity of both single and multi
monitor users. Results of the tests have shown that multi monitor users
tend to use a taskbar less and do more window interactions to switch
between windows. Di�erent windows were also longer visible to the
users as they did not have the need to close or hide them to perform
another task.

• Information belonging to di�erent users can be shared over multiple
platforms. Already in 1998, Dewan and Shen [12] developed a mul-
tiuser framework to support access control in multiuser interfaces. It
should be possible to insert data in a database and access it on another
device. The framework supported a set of protected objects like ses-
sions, windows and hierarchal active variables. It is designed to control
shared operations and add policies in a �exible way.

• Some information can be held private on the personal screen of the
user. As discussed above, not everything should be shared and some
things should only be accessible by the user speci�cally. Users have to
be able to share interaction components with other users, but this has
to require negotiation of interaction resources in a dynamic way [3].

• Information can be moved between displays on a single platform. In [43]
a virtual toolkit is proposed in order to create virtual applications in
a single user space with multiple displays available. In their example
application, they show that it has to be possible to control the lighting
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and heating (physical UIs) in a room by a computer, and share this
data with other displays in the room.

• Partitioning tasks across di�erent displays for a single user. Win-
Cuts [65] was a program where users were able to cut pieces out of
a page and load it in new, smaller windows. These smaller windows
could afterwards be distributed to other displays. Next to this, it was
also possible for multiple users to share a cut of their screen to a central
shared screen. This situation is depicted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Users share information from their laptop by using WinCuts

A good example of a DUI where a single user can distribute multiple
UI elements, is the `Attach me, Detach me' program from Grolaux, Vander-
donckt and Van Roy [22] where it was possible for one single user to choose
on which device and display certain UI elements should be available in order
to accomplish a given interaction task in a better way. An example applica-
tion they give is the painter's palette: the user can use one screen to make a
painting, and another one to place his virtual color palette on to choose other
colors. Another example is a digital version of the game Pictionary. Multiple
smaller devices and a shared large device can be used to play the game. To
prevent cheating, the toolkit provides some distinctions between users [44].
Further, Sjolund, Larsson and Berglund [63] created a remote GUI control
on their smartphone that controls a Windows Media Player that is displayed
on their TV. Users are able to play, stop and pause music numbers with their
smartphone that are playing on TV.

Over time, mashup tools were created to help non-programmers create
DUIs. Examples of these mashup tools are given later in this chapter. Next,
the Internet of Things (IoT) will be discussed. With the introduction of IoT,
new opportunities for Distributed User Interfaces became possible [37] and
will help the world to work in a more optimal way.
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2.3 The Internet of Things

The Internet of Things is a collective term for various aspects that connects
the digital world with the physical world. A whole new class of applica-
tions and services will be enabled due to new developments in information
and communication technologies [46]. The term IoT was introduced almost
20 years ago. The AutoID Labs at MIT were creating some RFID infras-
tructures at that time. In general, this is seen as the start of the Internet of
Things [1]. Since then, new technologies have come along and so the scope
IoT is far extended beyond RFID [75]. Nowadays we have phones, sensors,
NFC tags, infrared tags, etc. that will be able to interact with each other to
reach common goals [20].

IoT is characterized by the combination of physical and digital compo-
nents that let us create new business models [77]. New opportunities for
di�erent industries will arise and the competition between competitors will
change [57]. In their paper `The Internet of Things: a Survey', Atzori et
al. [1] listed some domains where they think the Internet of Things will play
a big role: transportation and logistics, assisted driving, mobile ticketing,
monitoring environmental parameters, tracking people's health, industrial
plans, smart museums and gyms, the list is endless. Figure 2.5 shows an
overview of multiple domains that will bene�t of the IoT. Now, several years
later, a lot of the proposed solutions are present in our daily lives.

However, there is one problem: the Internet of Things is more focused on
the lower layers of the networking stack and much less on how to facilitate the
development of new applications. In other words: the main attention goes to
how transmit data between di�erent actors and not how data can be collected,
processed and visualised. The reason for this is that the early IoT systems
were designed to operate in isolation, with the consequence that the IoT is a
fragmented world. A lot of protocols have been proposed in the last decade,
but none of them has made it to be the standard protocol for developing
the Internet of Things. The authors of [25] therefore proposed the Web of
Things (WoT). With WoT, known methods that are used on the Internet
like REST APIs are used to allow communication between devices. IoT uses
layers 1 to 6 from the OSI model, WoT only uses layer 7 (the application
layer). With WoT, users can create programs, integrate data and services,
deploy and maintain large systems more easily. IoT is ideal for hard-wired
solutions and are more lightweight and optimized for embedded devices. IoT
gives the everyday device an IP address and makes them interconnected with
the Internet, WoT enables the devices to speak the same language [70].
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Figure 2.5: Interesting domains for the Internet of Things

2.3.1 The Web of Things

All things that are accessible by the Internet are called a resource. Each
resource has a unique identi�er (a URI) that is needed to be accessed by
other devices and share its state with them. All of this can be done if we put
things to REST. The main idea is to design applications which implement
their functionality completely by de�ning a set of URI-addressable resources.
HTTP is used as the access method for interaction between the resources.
The big advantage is that each thing can be accessed like a web resource.
In this way, things can be reused in di�erent contexts and applications [73].
This approach of integrating things into the Web, is described by O'Sullivan
and Igoe [53] as Physical Computing.

REST is nor a technology, nor a standard, but has an architectural style
that de�nes how to use HTTP as an application protocol. Services are based
on the HTTP protocol itself [17]. HTTP methods GET, POST, PUT and
DELETE can be used to manipulate resources [33]. With REST, smart
things can be linked together. The interaction between smart things can
almost entirely happen from a browser, a tool that most users are familiar
with and know how to use [34]. The resources can be linked and bookmarked
and the results will be directly visible in the browser [26].

In their paper `Towards the Web of Things: Web Mashups for Embedded
Devices', Guinard and Trifa [24] list two alternative methods to enable REST-
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based interaction with embedded devices. In the �rst method, the device is
directly made part of the web. When more and more devices become IP-
enabled and have embedded HTTP servers, they can share their RESTful
APIs on the web and are directly integrated. The second method works
with Smart Gateways: this is an element in the middle that will function
as a bridge between a device that does not talk IP and the web. Each
gateway will have an IP address in order to communicate with the web and
understands the protocols of the di�erent devices that are connected to it.
The �rst option seems to be the more promising one for the future and will
be used during this thesis.

Linking physical objects with the web is known for several years. An early
example is the linking a physical token (like a barcode) to a webpage [72].
In this way, users are directed to that page and can see more info about
the product . Later, when new technologies were available, tiny web services
could be integrated into most devices [13]. A famous example is the Cooltown
Project of Intel where URIs and pages were associated to people, places
and things. Infrared tags in the environment could be scanned in order to
gain information [55]. The SenseWeb project is a platform that let people
share their sensory readings using web services to transmit data to a central
server [23]. However, all these approaches only have the ability to push data
because the actors are considered to be passive. The Web of Things makes
it possible to not only let actors push, but also retrieve data and to act on
it [27].

Previously mentioned authors Guinard and Trifa founded a new company,
called EVRYTHNG 2, that specialises in bringing the Internet of Things to
REST. Their believe is that every physical thing can come alive digitally in
some shape or form. In their book [25], they list some domains that will take
of advantage of the Web of Things:

• Wearables: integrating them on the web so that the data is directly ac-
cessible by other devices and applications. With all this data available
on the web, it should be much easier to develop new applications for
health, �tness or elder care. It also ensures not to have a separate app
for each of them.

• Smart homes and buildings: the problem of this domain are the many
standards and protocols that are present to connect things to a network.
With their company EVRYTHNG, they already created a smart home
with smart products of di�erent manufacturers, but they managed to
let them talk to each other by using the Web of Things.

2https://evrythng.com/
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• Smart cities: using web standards makes it easy to share sensor data
with the public. Developers can use this real-time data and integrate
it in various applications like tra�c information on maps.

• Industry 4.0: all elements in a company can be connected due to the
WoT. Companies can easier adapt to changing environments and actors
can automatically decide how the best performance can be done, thanks
to stored data.

• Marketing 2.0: digital content can be attached to products in order to
make the product more alive. At EVRYTHNG, they worked together
with a whiskey supplier: people could order a bottle of whiskey for Fa-
ther's Day and write a special message which was then transformed to
a QR code that was placed on the bottle. Fathers could later scan this
code with their mobile phone and read the message of their children.

2.4 Mashup Tools Integrating DUIs and IoT

2.4.1 Internet of Things and Distributed User Interfaces

With the introduction of the Internet of Things and wearable devices, new
opportunities for Distributed User Interfaces arose [37]. People can use their
smartphone, laptop and smartwatch as an input device or output display to
communicate with other devices [30]. In order to allow users to fully take
advantage of all possible devices, they have to let them communicate with
each other. It is important to combine the strengths of each device to build
a multi-device ecosystem [11]. Examples of smartphones or smartwatches
acting as a remote control for a TV are well known [59]. A famous example
is Google Chromecast 3 where users can connect a small device to their TV
(see Figure 2.6), and use their smartphone or laptop to send media to it. In
addition, controlling this media (e.g. pause a video) and playing games with
your smartphone as a controller are possibilities [14].

Likewise, multiple examples in the sports industry exist. Runkeeper4 and
Strava5 are systems that keep track of people's positions and heart rates
during physical activities using the built-in sensors and trackers in a smart-
watch or smartphone. Additional functions are present to share live data
with others, who can follow the user running or riding on their own tablet
or computer. Coaches can follow if their athletes ful�ll the required training

3https://store.google.com/product/chromecast_2015
4https://www.runkeeper.com
5https://www.strava.com
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program (e.g. running 5 minutes at a high heart rate, afterwards cool down
for 10 minutes at a low heart rate).

Figure 2.6: Google Chromecast (orange) connected to a TV using HDMI

Many more examples of controlling smart things with smart devices exist
in multiple domains. People are able to control the thermostat in their house
by using their computer, or another smart device that is present [60]. IoT
and DUIs are loosely coupled these days and begin to play an important role
in both people's professional and private life. However, not all people have
programming skills to create their own applications. In order to overcome
this problem, multiple mashup tools and toolkits for creating DUI and IoT
applications were developed over time.

2.4.2 Mashup Tools for Distributed User Interfaces

Several toolkits are developed in order to help programmers develop new
cross-device applications. In this sections, the following toolkits will be inves-
tigated: MultiMasher [31], Panelrama [76], XD-Studio [52], XD-Browser [51],
a framework by Frosini and Paterno [18], Tandem Browsing Toolkit [29],
Weave [8] and DemoScript [9]. An overview of these tools is given in Ta-
ble 2.2

MultiMasher [31] presents itself as a visual tool for multi-device mashups.
The goal is to build a tool to facilitate the quick and easy creation of web
content of multiple sources, without the need for programming. Devices need
to be connected to the MultiMasher server. Afterwards, the user can load
the websites they want to mashup, select UI elements of that website and dis-
tribute these to the connected devices. The main limitation of MultiMasher
occurs when interactions generate a list of updates to a database, for exam-
ple when a comment is posted on one device, the submit button is triggered
also on all the other devices. Another disadvantage is that sites that require
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authentication like Facebook and Twitter, cannot be easily integrated in a
mashups. It is also not possible to design mashups for devices that are not
connected to the system at runtime. Finally, the �lesystem of users cannot
be used.

The Tandem Browsing Toolkit [29] is similar to MultiMasher in the
sense that multiple devices and multiple users are supported. However, like
MultiMasher, Tandem Browsing Toolkit does not have the ability to access
the �lesystem of di�erent users. It is more a tool to give the users privacy in
a situation where a shared display is used. A login screen can be shown on a
mobile screen of the user, while non-private information is shown on a public
display. The Tandem also allows for improved communication within a group
of users, which can simultaneously manipulate pages. A drawback of Multi-
Masher and Tandem Browsing Toolkit is the need for a �xed server. Frosini
and Paterno [18] developed a framework where no �xed server is needed,
distribution can be done across a dynamic set of devices using peer-to-peer
communication. Multiple user roles can be created and multiple kinds of
devices can be used. Distribution updates are processed by taking into ac-
count these roles and devices. As an example application, they present a
giant screen with a QR code that can be scanned in by tourists by their
mobile phone or tablet. Once they are connected to the program, they see a
presentation on their screens that can be manipulated by the guide.

The previous toolkits all focus on multiple users using their own screen
and sharing data to others and a central device. Panelrama [76] is a toolkit
that is created for a single user, working with multiple devices. A user can
divide a UI of an application into multiple panels. For each panel, a score
can be added to show the importance of certain device characteristics to
the usability of the panel. When used in a room with multiple devices, the
panels can be distributed to the best-�t devices for an optimal experience.
For example, a user can de�ne a video on a page as one panel and assign
to it that it is best �tted to a large screen. Afterwards, the video will be
distributed to a large screen in the room. The key advantage of Panelrama is
the use of existing web technologies to split down individual HTML elements,
but it has also a disadvantage: with this technique, it is not possible to, for
instance, split a video stream element in multiple parts and play all of these
parts on di�erent devices.

Another great advantage of Panelrama is the high control for the devel-
opers to automate UI distribution. This is something that is not available in
Weave [8]. Weave allows developers to create cross-device wearable interac-
tion by scripting. Thanks to a high-level JavaScript-based API, developers
can distribute UI output and combine sensing events and user input across
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System Main features
MultiMasher [31] - Administrator role for one user

- One screen divided in zones.
- Users send UI elements to shared screen

Tandem Browsing
Toolkit [29]

- Give users privacy in certain situations
- Multi-display and multi-user applications
- Simultaneously manipulate pages in a group

Frosini and Pa-
terno [18]

- Distribution across dynamic set of users
- Di�erent roles between users
- No need for �xed server

Panelrama [76] - For single user with multiple displays
- De�ne UI elements in application
- Show UI elements to best �tted devices

Weave [8] - Emulating behavior of devices
- Visualize JavaScript programming language
- Expert programmers

XD Browser [51] - Extend existing browsers
- Parallel usage of multiple devices
- Attention to unexperienced programmers

Table 2.2: Overview of mashup tools for Distributed User Interfaces
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mobile and wearable devices. Cross-device behaviours can easily be tested
on emulators or live devices. A drawback is the need to know a programming
language (JavaScript) and less experienced users will not be able to create
their own application. For expert developers, it is a good tool to test their
code immediately and to simulate di�erent input events. However, the de-
velopers of Weave found out that in this setting, it was di�cult to see how
the abstract application logic is executed with what devices and what kind
of exact device behavior is mapped back to the code.

With DemoScript [9] they made an extension for Weave in order to an-
swer the question how to bridge the gap between abstract programming logic
and concrete UI behaviours. DemoScript visually illustrates a step-by-step
execution of a selected portion of the entire program. It does this by gen-
erating automatically a cross-device storyboard. DemoScript analyses the
program as the developer enters it, and generates the visualization in real-
time. It can do this by understanding the underlying syntax and semantics of
a cross-device framework. Like Weave, the disadvantage is that users need to
know JavaScript in order to create applications. In Figure 2.7, a comparison
between Weave and DemoScript is given.

(a) Weave (b) DemoScript

Figure 2.7: Weave (a) shows devices on the right side where developers can
emulate actions. DemoScript (b) shows a storyboard, showing how devices
react and how they are connected to each other

XDStudio [52] is a tool that is more suitable for users with a basic knowl-
edge of web technologies. This program allows users to design for a multi-
device environment on a single device by simulating other devices and their
behavior, but also has the possibility to distribute the design process itself
over multiple devices. The goal is to support the combined use of multiple
devices for the same task and to support multiple users working on the same
application. XDStudio uses techniques that are used in MultiMasher [31]:
all parts of the DUI are continuously monitored and updated if needed. This
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is done by using a event replaying mechanism that sends local DOM events
to the server, which sends the events back to all the clients involved.

Two years later, XDBrowser [51] was created with more attention to unex-
perienced programmers. This cross-device web browser was built in order to
help non-technical users to adapt single-device web interfaces for cross-device
use while viewing them in the browser. In their paper, they investigate how
existing web browsers can be extended to support parallel usage of multiple
devices. A drawback of the system is the ability to only work with pages
that are served locally or stored o�ine. Many top sites forbid iframe embed-
ding and browsers prevent cross-side scripting. A solution to overcome this
problem is to work with proxy servers. Another disadvantage is the need
to login on each device for sites that maintain a session. XDBrowser is still
in its starting phase and is not that extensive. It only works well for a few
interfaces like a mailing application and more research has to be done. The
goal of XDBrowser is to reshu�e an existing interface over multiple devices,
and less attention is given to users who want to recon�gure an interface on
their own. In 2017, a new version XDBrowser2.0 [50] with a semi-automatic
generation of cross-device interfaces was introduced.

2.4.3 Mashup Tools for IoT and WoT

With the introduction of the Internet of Things, new problems regarding
creating mashups arose. Multiple sensors and devices with an internet con-
nection (other than computers and smartphones) are all around us. It is said
that in 2017, more or less 834 billion connected �things� will be in use. That
is 31 percent more than in 2016. In total, the world will spend over 2 trillion
dollars on these devices [68]. The biggest question is how are we going to
let them work all together. One thing we should keep in mind, namely the
main characteristics of mashup tools: simplicity, usability and ease of ac-
cess [78]. Some examples like Clickscript [42], Open Sen.se [56], WotKit [5],
glue.things [35] and Node-RED6 are already in use.

Clickscript [42] is a Firefox plugin that lets the user create mashups by
combining building blocks (like websites) with operations (e.g. a loop, if-
else). A user should be able to, for example, create a program where every
10 seconds it checks the temperature (done by a sensor). If the temperature
is higher than a de�ned threshold by the user, a cooler will be turned on. All
of this can be done by combining building blocks. Clickscript is fully written
in JavaScript and can easily access REST APIs using AJAX. Likewise, Open
Sen.se [56] does similar work and uses REST APIs to connect with di�erent

6https://nodered.org/
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devices. It retrieves sensor data using HTTP and stores it. It allows for
time scaling, averaging, summing, etc. Users can create a Sense Board where
plugins can be used in order to visualise and process data. However, Open.se
does focus more on the Internet of Everything, where Clickscript is designed
for the Web of Things.

Figure 2.8: Node-RED interface

Node-RED is designed to create the Web of Things. It is similar to
Clickscript and lets users create mashups by combining blocks. However, it
reduces the need to write code and therefore is more user friendly. Devices,
web services and software platforms are blocks that can be connected [35].
All �ows are represented in the JSON notation and can easily be shared
online. This cannot be done with Open Sen.se. An example of the interface
over Node-RED is given in Figure 2.8.

Likewise, Open.se does not allow to share inserted devices with other
on the platform itself. This is one problem that has been tackled by the
developers of WotKiT [5]. WotKit has a sensor gallery (provided by the user
himself and by the WotKit system). Users can generate and place widgets
on a dashboard where all information will be shown. Users can create new
sensor data from the ones they received on a management pipe. By means
of a combination of modules and wires, a new pipe will be created. Users
are then able to use this pipe to show data on the dashboard. A di�erence
between WotkiT and Node-RED are the �ows. The �ows on di�erent tabs
or pages are not separated in Node-RED, there is only one �ow for the entire
system [6].

Glue.things [35] is a system that is built on Node-RED. It extends
Node-RED with easy-to-use and prede�ned trigger and action nodes for de-
vices and web services to create a mashup tool that focuses more on the user
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System Main features
ClickScript [42] - Connect building blocks with operations

- Easy access to RESTful APIs
Open Sen.se [56] - Collections of plug-ins to use

- Visualize and process data
Node-RED7 - Share mashups (stored in JSON format)

- Browser-based �ow editing
WotKit [5] - Prede�ned trigger and action nodes

- Publish and share device data streams
glue.things [35] - Prede�ned trigger and action nodes

- Publish and share device data streams

Table 2.3: Overview of mashup tools for IoT/WoT applications

and less on the developer. Glue.things works in the following way: �rst, users
have to register their device at the Device Manager. Then, the Composer
can be used to aggregate, manipulate and mashup device data streams in a
visual way, using a web-based �ow editor. It is this Composer that is built
on Node-RED and makes it more easy for users to combine things. The
Distribution Manager can be used to publish and share device data streams
and distribute the mashup applications to customers. It is also possible to
assign multiple users to one project and give them special roles. A summary
of all the tools can be found in Table 2.3.

2.4.4 Conclusion

Multiple mashup tools exists, as well for creating Distributing User Interfaces
(DUIs) as developing Internet of Things (IoT) applications. However, so far
no mashup solution is present to combine both DUIs and IoT. This means
that only expert developers can create distributed physical-digital applica-
tions and non-programmers are left out.

The goal is to create a mashup tool that will overcome this problem. The
tool should be easy enough for end users without technical knowledge and
therefore be less complex than the other mashup tools described, which still
expect some knowledge of a programming language in some cases.
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3
Solution

In this chapter, a solution to create a mashup tool for Distributed Physical-
Digital User Interfaces is proposed. This solution should overcome the cur-
rent problem, namely that no mashup tool exists that integrates both Dis-
tributed User Interfaces and the Internet of Things. First, a general descrip-
tion is given on how to solve the problem. In this section, the solution is
compared with the related work discussed in the previous chapter. Some
interesting guidelines and requirements that are mentioned in those papers
and books which will be useful for this thesis will be described. Afterwards,
some personas that will use the system are de�ned. These will play an im-
portant role in the scenario: an example of how the personas could use the
system is given and will later on be used to test the system. Next, the design
approach described by Moore and Redmond-Pyle in their book Graphical
User Interface Design and Evaluation: A Practical Process [47] is followed.
User classes will be de�ned and a list of usability requirements is given. Once
the users and requirements are de�ned, a style guide can be made and an
analysis about user tasks can be done. This will be helpful to start designing
the UI and iteratively make changes to it.
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3.1 General Description

To create a mashup tool for Physical-Digital User Interfaces, a combination
of both Distributed User Interfaces and a Web of Things application should
be made. For both topics, mashup tools are available as seen in the previous
chapter, but none integrate both. However, it will not be easy to just alter
an existing mashup tool to work for both a DUI and a WoT application.
Both have di�erent requirements and were not created with the intention to
include things (in case of DUIs) or to show things di�erently on di�erent
displays (in case of WoT).

One thing that both have in common, is the separation of user levels. In
most applications, there is an admin role (the creator of the mashup tool)
and some user roles (the ones that use the application and do not have to
know much about designing the application). Examples can be found in as
well as in solutions for mashups tools for DUIs, like MultiMasher [31], for
the Web of Things, like glue.things which is built on top of Node-RED [35].
For this thesis, a solution is proposed where there is one admin and multiple
users. The admin can setup applications on one speci�c device. This device
will act as a server and will receive all requests from di�erent users (which
will be display devices). These requests will be handled in the right way
and the correct response will be sent back. This is the same approach as
MultiMasher and the Tandem Browsing Toolkit [29], and most WoT mashup
tools. Once an application is created, the administrator should be able to
deploy it and share it with the right users.

It should be possible to distinguish multiple users. This can be done
by assigning di�erent display devices (also called users in this system) to
di�erent groups. In this way, a speci�cation is possible where application
A can only be shown on an iPad, while application B can only be used by
users that are assigned to the group `Parents'. It thus should be possible to
assign users to one ore more groups. However, it should also be possible to
add and remove users individually to a list afterwards. An example situation
can be that the groups `Parents' and `iPads' are selected for an application,
but one iPad belongs to a child. The administrator should be able to delete
this device from the participation list. Some applications require to be used
by only one user at a time. This should also be speci�ed upon the creation
time of the app. An example application can be a music player, which only
can be controlled by one user at a time.

Other requirements that came back in multiple papers were the need to
add displays, devices and sensors to the system, the use of a �owchart to
create applications, and the possibility the manage active users and applica-
tions. These requirements are explained in detail in the section `De�ne Users
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& Usability Requirements' later in this chapter.

3.2 Guidelines to Create Web Things

One key to make the mashup tool easy to use for the administrator is an
easy integration of Things. Thanks to the introduction of the Web of Things,
it becomes much easier to communicate between di�erent kind of physical
devices. The book of Guinard and Trifa [25] contains a lot of good examples
and guidelines to build the Web of Things. It is important that each device
provides a REST API that is very clear for the users, so they know exactly
what to do and what to get. Some of the most important guidelines given in
the book are the following:

• Use meaningful URLs. Names with semantic value can be very helpful
for the users. Do not use verbs in a URL, verbs are for HTTP methods.
Use a plural form for aggregate resources, if a thing can do multiple
actions, use `actions' in the URL, and not just `action'.

• Web Things must expose their properties in a hierarchical structure. In
this way resources can easily be discovered. In addition HTML web
pages can be generated to provide some more info about resources.
Ideally the page www.example.com/pi/sensors should be accessible in
json format and in HTML format. Using the HTML format, it is much
easier for the user to read and discover more things about the resource.
A list of all sensors can be given on this page so the user knows what
he can request for.

• Use JSON as the default representation. The Things can support as
many representations as they want, but should at least provide one
in JSON at the minimum. It should also support UTF8 encoding for
requests and responses. Object names in JSON payloads should be
named using camelCase.

• Web Things must support all the HTTP methods. GET will be used to
retrieve a resource, POST to create one, PUT to update and DELETE
to remove an existing resource. A GET must be supported on the root
URL so clients can receive information about the device.

• HTTP status codes should be implemented. The Web Thing should
answer each request with a valid HTML response like 200 if the request
was successful.
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3.3 Guidelines to Create a DUI

One of the main goals of a distributed user interface is to make it easier for
the user to perform tasks. With the use of multiple screens, productivity
will increase with 10 to 30 percent [71]. In this system, it will be up to the
administrator (the creator of the mashup) to show the right content on the
right devices. The mashup tool itself should provide the creator all the tools
they needs in order to perform his tasks successfully. The di�erent kind of
DUIs explained in [45] should be kept in mind. This means the following:

• One user should be able to use multiple display devices. The mashup
tool should allow the possibility to create applications that can be dis-
tributed over multiple displays. An example application can be that
the user uses his smartphone to search for a city, when afterwards all
the necessary info is shown on a tablet.

• Partitioning of tasks across di�erent displays. This is closely related to
the previous one and the same example can be used. Multiple displays
will make it easier for the user to perform certain tasks.

• Information belonging to di�erent users can be shared over multiple
displays. The mashup tool should allow users to work together to �nish
a task. As an example, the previous situation of searching for a city
can be given, but now with di�erent users owning di�erent devices.

• Information can be held private on the personal screen of the user. The
mashup tool should allow to build applications where some information
is only been shown on the screen of the user. An example application
can be that the user can scroll between a personal photo album and
select a picture to be shared to a central screen that everyone can see.

• Information can be moved between displays. This is slightly di�erent
than the �rst point. In this case, the mashup tool should allow that a
current state on a certain device of a user can be copied and placed on
another device. If the user enters a text in a �eld, he should be able
to copy the current state (including the current value of the �eld) and
show it on another device.

3.4 Personas

Some personas are described to have a look on potential users of the system.
This personas will later on play an important role in the scenario.
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Jacob Daniels is a 21-year old who still lives at home with his parents and
his little sister. Jacob studies Economics and has no programming experience.
However, he knows how to use a computer and has basic knowledge of popular
spreadsheet and presentation programs. He is interested in new technologies
and owns a smartwatch, smartphone, tablet and laptop. He likes to use
these smart things and is excited about new automation systems, but does
not have time to fully understand the technology behind it and create one
on his own.

Jane Daniels is the 19-year old sister of Jacob and studies Physics. Like
Jacob, Jane has basic knowledge of computer programs, but has no interest
in creating one on her own. Jane likes to travel and is looking for an easy
way to see as much info about a city as possible. Sometimes Jane can be
very lazy and refuses to stand up to turn on or o� a light. People in the 21st
century should be able to use their smart devices to do tasks like this, she
thinks. Because of her laziness, she is not the person that is gonna spend
much time on developing a system that is capable of doing so.

Ed Daniels is the 50-year old father of Jacob and Jane and works as an
accountant. He uses some specialised programs to do his job, but does not
know that much about computers. He owns some smart devices, but does
not really have a clue how to use them. If it takes more than four steps
to use a program, it is marked `di�cult' by him. Nonetheless, just like his
son Jacob, he is interested in new technologies that change the world. He is
prepared to invest in some smart things to use in the house, but does not
want to pay external people to install all these things. His kids should be
smart enough to make it work.

Rosa Daniels is the mother of the family and is a nurse. She does not have
to use a computer often at work and does not care much about technology.
She thinks it is all `too much', but uses technology as it suits her. Since all
her friends have a smartphone, she eventually also bought one. Currently she
is against a smart home, but in the end she will adapt to the new situation
and use her phone to control things.

3.5 Scenario

When all de�ned functional and non-functional requirements requirements
are met and the program is ready to be used, the users should be able to
create applications and use the system. To check if everything works well
and is clear for the users, the following scenario should be completed.

1. Jacob starts up the system for the �rst time. No one has used it before,
so Jacob has to enter a new password before entering the system. For
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now on, every time someone wants to use the mashup tool and manage
devices and users, the password should be given in order to enter the
system.

2. Jacob creates some groups he can later on add devices to.

3. Jacob connects a few of his devices to the system. He takes his phone
and tablet, passes the correct url and clicks on `Connect' to send a
request to the server. The administrator program pops up message
that a particular device wants to connect to the system. Jacob accepts
this device, gives it a name, and assigns it to di�erent groups.

4. Jacob is not able to use any applications yet, since none are created at
this moment. He uses the `Disconnect' button on his smartphone and
smartwatch to log o� the system.

5. Jacob adds some WoT devices to the system:

(a) A Raspberry Pi with a temperature and light sensor, and some
LEDs.

(b) A light bulb which can be controlled over wi-�.

6. Jacob creates three di�erent applications which can be used by the
users:

(a) The �rst application shows a map from Google Maps on a com-
puter. Users with a smartphone are able to change the location
and get some detailed information that is provided by Google
Maps. Jacob speci�es that only one smartphone user at a time
can use this application. Tablet users can get more detailed infor-
mation about the location (how to get there, the current weather,
things to see, ...).

(b) The second application makes it possible for all display devices
to show some sensor data from the Raspberry Pi and from pub-
lic sensors in one application. Jacob speci�es the widths of each
UI element in order to align it properly on di�erent types of dis-
plays.

(c) The third application involves only smartwatches and smartphones.
Those devices should be able to control a light bulb. The appro-
priate text should be shown on the button to turn on/o� the light
on all devices.
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7. Jacob is eager to test one of his programs. He takes his smartphone and
tablet with him and connects again to the system. Since both devices
were already accepted by the system in an earlier stage, they do not
have to be accepted again and just see a list of applications they can
use. On his smartphone, all three applications are listed. On his tablet,
the third application to turn on and o� the light is not available due
to the passed settings.

8. Jacob �res up application 2 on his smartphone and tablet. On both
devices he sees sensor data from the Raspberry Pi and third party
sensors. The layout of the page is di�erent on both devices, thanks to
the settings that were de�ned whilst creating the application.

9. Jane sees her brother using the app and asks for the address to connect
to the system. Jacob gives it and Jane connects to the system with her
smartphone. Jacob now has to accept this new device and assign it to
a group. When Jane gets accepted, she will not see any applications.
Jacob has to add the device to various applications it can use. He gives
the smartphone of Jane the permission to use all the applications.

10. Jane �res up the �rst application to search for some cities for her next
trip in the summer. She asks Jacob to use his tablet, who gives it
to her. On her phone she searches for `Berlin, Germany'. The tablet
shows more information about Berlin. Jacob tries to connect to the
application with his smartphone, but gets rejected. He is happy that
this happens, because he now knows his settings are working (only one
smartphone user at a time can use Application 1).

11. The battery level of Jacob's tablet is very low and he wants to charge
it. Jane has to connect her own tablet to the system if she want to
work further. She does this and clicks the `Distribute' button on top
of the page on her smartphone. After doing this, she selects her tablet.
On her brother's tablet, Application 2 will automatically be opened in
the correct state.

12. Ed and Rosa want to see what their kids are doing. Ed is immediately
interested and connects his computer to the system. After trying ev-
erything out, he gets Rosa to connect her smartphone to the system.
Both are using Application 3 and are playing around by turning the
light on and o�.

13. Jacob wants to use Application 1, but cannot enter it because Jane is
still using it with her smartphone. Jane rejects to close the application,
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so Jacob kicks her out of the session by using the administration tool.

14. Jane is very stubborn and quickly connects again to Application 1
before Jacob even has a chance. Jacob takes desperate measures and
not only kicks Jane out of the application, but also blocks from using
it again.

15. Jane is very angry now and starts annoying the others by misusing the
other applications. Jacob is tired of all this and blocks her completely
from the system.

3.6 De�ne Users & Usability Requirements

This section will be used to describe the �rst steps in the design process
described by Moore [47], namely the identi�cation of the end users of the
system. When doing this, it will become clear what the characteristics of
the di�erent users are. This will be helpful to specify usability requirements
afterwards.

3.6.1 User Class Descriptions

Two user classes will play an important role in this system: Administra-
tor and User. Administrators will create di�erent applications, which can
be used by various users (which own a display device to interact with the
applications).

Administrator

The administrator is a human who has some knowledge of designing appli-
cations, without the need of an actual programming language. Some basic
logical thinking and hints provided by the program should be enough to con-
struct a simple application. As creating an app requires more knowledge than
just using one, the minimum age to use this program will be a bit higher.
For this system, the minimum age is set at 15. The administrator has full
control (accepting and adding devices, creating an app, deleting an app, kick
users out of the system) and should therefor be trusted by all the users in
the network.

User

A user is a human who owns a display device like a smartphone, tablet or
computer. The user only has to connect to the system once by entering
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the ip address of the server. they can always disconnect from a system and
afterwards easily reconnect without entering the ip address again. The use
of the applications should be very simple and therefor even a beginner is able
to use the program. The minimum age for using the di�erent applications
of the system can be set to 12. At this age they should be old enough to
not just play around with applications that, for example, can turn on and
o� lights. However, it is always possible for the administrator to block some
applications for speci�c users.

3.6.2 Usability Requirements

Specifying some usability requirements will be of a great help to evaluate the
program later on. It will also re�ect the usability early in the development
and provides concrete objects to be ful�lled. A division between functional
requirements (what the system should do) and non-functional requirements
(how the system should do it) is made. At the end of this section, some
detailed information of certain requirements is given.

Functional Requirements

1. The product should only give access to authorised administrators.

2. The product can only be used by users/groups/devices the administra-
tor granted access to.

3. The product should allow the administrator to manage things and dis-
play devices (add, delete, update).

4. The product should provide an overview of all things and display de-
vices.

5. The product should allow the administrator to create, update and
delete applications.

6. The product should allow the administrator to accept and deny devices
that want to connect.

7. The product should provide a live overview of all connected display
devices.

8. The product should provide a live overview of all applications in use.

9. The product should allow the administrator to kick display devices out
of a session.
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10. The product should provide an overview of all applications that can be
used by the user.

11. The product should allow the users to disconnect from it.

12. The product should allow the users to distribute their current state to
another device.

13. The product should allow the users to close an application.

Non-Functional Requirements

1. The product should give user feedback when performing actions.

2. The product should show a clear message in case of errors.

3. The product should show hints to the administrators to help them
create applications.

4. The product should be easy to use, both for administrators and users.

5. It should not take longer than 1 minute to login to the administrator
panel.

6. It should not take longer than 1 minute to connect a display device to
the system.

7. It should not take longer than 2 minutes to connect a thing to the
system.

8. It should not take longer than 2 clicks to access an application.

9. It should not take longer than 2 minutes to enter the basic properties
of an application (name, devices, users).

10. It should take a training of maximum 10 minutes to know how to create
a mashup.

Easy to Use Mashup Tool

When groups and displays are selected to participate in a certain application,
the administrator can start developing the program. In order to make this
mashup tool accessible for non experienced programmers, the tool should
be as simple as possible with a minimum need for programming. This can
be achieved by selecting and connecting di�erent UI controls to perform the
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desired actions. For the more experienced users, some special attributes can
be provided (e.g. a function UI component where the administrator can edit
data the way he likes). Using �ow charts is a popular way to develop mashups
in as well the �rst generation mashup tools like Yahoo! Pipes [58] and Mi-
crosoft Pop�y [40], as mashup tools for the Web of Things (Open Sen.se [56],
glue.things [35]).

Possibility to Manage Displays, Devices and Sensors

The key is to work with multiple WoT devices and displays. The administra-
tor should be able to add both of them. For displays (phones, smartwatches,
laptops, ...), the users should be able to connect to the system by pressing a
button on their device, in case they are not connected yet. Afterwards, the
administrator can grant access to the users and assign them to one ore more
groups if desired. Next, the list of applications is loaded on the screen of the
users, who can see all applications they have access to. Applications that are
not accessible for the user, should not be shown on the homescreen. Some
extensions are possible, for example, the mashup tool can give the adminis-
trator the power to grant access for a certain period (an hour, for a week,
forever, ...).

Next to display devices, other devices (like a Raspberry Pi which can
control things, a lightbulb with wi-� access, ...) should be able to be con-
nected to the mashup tool. These could be devices in the local network, or
somewhere else on the Internet. All of them have their own URL, which
can be used by the administrator to add them to the system. At all time,
the administrator should be able to delete a display or WoT device from the
di�erent lists.

Using Flowcharts to Create Mashups

With �owcharts, applications can easily be created by just dragging an drop-
ping attributes to a canvas. Afterwards, it is possible to connect di�erent
elements to each other, which results in one big application. The adminis-
trator should be able to name the elements and give them a unique id. In
this way, it becomes possible to `catch' a certain element and perform actions
with it (e.g. when a user clicks on `ButtonA', do action `Light Out'). Situa-
tions will exists where two attributes cannot be linked to each other, because
it would result in an useless action. To help the administrator discover such
actions, the mashup tool should give hints. This can be done by disabling
certain attributes when an element on the canvas is selected, or to disable
input and/or output ports of an element that is already on the canvas when
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another one is dragged towards it.
A challenge for the �owchart will be the creation of di�erent user inter-

faces: how to align UI elements on a mobile phone? How to show them on a
tv screen? One option would be to give the administrators as much freedom
as possible and let them create a UI for each display. Another option is to
de�ne some rules in advance, and to let the program itself create the design
of an application. Scores can be added to attributes to show them correctly
to the user. As an example, the following situation can occur: assume there
are two elements, a map and a button. The map should always be shown
over the full width of the page, no matter which display device is in use. In
this case, the administrator can enter the same score for each display. In
case of the button, it will not always be stylish to show it over the full width
of a page. Here, the administrator can specify to show the button over the
full width of the page if the application is shown on a mobile phone, and to
show a smaller button if the application is running on a laptop. An option
should be o�ered to the administrator to edit these widths for each applica-
tion separately, meaning that buttons can have di�erent widths in di�erent
applications shown on an iPad.

As mentioned earlier, administrators should be able to design actions with
the �owchart. If the administrator wants to create an application where a
textbox and button are shown on a smartphone, and a map on a tv screen
where it is possible to enter a city on the smartphone wich will be shown
on the map on tv when the button is clicked, it should be very easy for the
admin to implement by means of a special `function' element. As administra-
tors with no programming experience should be able to use this application,
there is a need for a simple way to de�ne these if-then structures. Next to
actions, some �lter elements should be available to �lter sensor data. It is
also important to notice to automatically update the look of certain applica-
tions if an action is performed. Assume users can turn on and o� a light by
clicking on a button on their phones. The text value of this button should
be `Turn light on' if the sensor data tells us that the light is o�, and vice
versa. If one users clicks this button, the text on this button should change
not only for this user, but for all users that are using the app.

Node-RED1 can be used as an inspiration for this �owchart. An extension
of Node-RED, Node-RED-dashboard2 shows some nice features to automat-
ically create a dashboard application with di�erent UI elements. In order to
make the applications distributed, new elements should be added, with re-
spect to characteristics given in [45]. How this can be achieved, is mentioned

1https://www.nodered.org
2https://github.com/node-red/node-red-dashboard
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later in this chapter.

Managing Active Applications

When multiple users are using the same application, problems may arise.
For example, multiple devices can join a session where photos of a mobile
phone are sent to and shown on the television. When two or more users are
continuously sending photos to the server, the user experience will be bad.
The administrator then can kick one or more users out of the application if
needed.

3.7 User Task Analysis

In this section, Concurrent Task Trees (CTTs) will be developed to identify
and de�ne the tasks of the users that need to be supported. CTTs are based
on the hierarchical decomposition of a task and allow to express temporal
relationships between activities. The graphical notation will give a better
look how the program has to work and how tasks can be completed by the
user.

3.7.1 Admin Tool

Figure 3.1: Administrator tries to login to the system

The admin tool allows an administrator to manage users, groups, applica-
tions and create mashups once the correct credentials are passed. Bellow, an
overview of all possible actions is given. Notice that not all CTTs are shown
here. Some of them are very similar to one that is explained earlier and are
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left out (e.g. creating and editing a group is very similar, only the CTT to
create a group is given).

In Figure 3.1 the connection from an administrator to the system is de-
picted. If the administrator is not logged in yet, a password has to be entered.
This will be `admin' the �rst time someone tries to connect to the system.
Later on this password can be changed by the administrator. A negative
feedback is shown when the password is incorrect.

Manage User Requests

Once the administrator is logged in, the system can be used. The actions that
can be performed are described in Figure A.2. In Figure A.1, the situation is
depicted what will happen if a new user tries to connect to the system. All
current tasks will be stopped until the administrator has made a decision.
The admin can accept the user by entering a username, selecting a type
and connect the user to some groups and applications. Validation errors are
shown if needed. The admin can also choose to deny access to the user. The
system will send an appropriate message to the user and will continue with
the task that was paused.

Using the System

As long as no new user tries to connect, the administrator can use the system
in the preferred way. Choices can be made to see the homepage, see users
(the di�erent display devices), groups, WoT devices or applications. It is
also possible to change the password or logout. The CTT can be found in
the Appendix, Figure A.2.

Homescreen

Figure 3.2: Possibility to manage di�erent kinds of data and see live appli-
cations and users
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The CTT in Figure 3.2 gives an overview of all the possibilities when con-
necting to the administration tool. On the homescreen, the admin can choose
to manage users, groups, devices or applications. When clicked on a link,
the system will redirect to the correct page. Also shown on the homescreen
are live applications and online users.

Homescreen - Stop Live Apps

Figure 3.3: Stopping a live application

From the list of live applications, one app can be chosen and stopped if
desired. The administrator is asked for a con�rmation once the stop button
is clicked. The CTT in Figure 3.3 shows this process.

Homescreen - User Using a Live App

The administrator can view all the users that are currently using the live
application, as depicted in Figure A.3. If a user has to be removed from a
live application, this is possible: a con�rmation is asked to only kick the user
from the session, or also block the user from using the app again.

Homescreen - Live Users

Figure A.4 shows also an overview of all live users is provided, together with
the application they are using (if applicable). Users can be stopped from
using the application, or blocked entirely from the system after con�rmation.
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Users

Figure 3.4: A list of all users is provided. Actions to update, block or remove
users are available

The administrator can ask for a list of all users in the system. It is shown
whether a user is online or not. If the user is online and using an application,
this application can be stopped. This will happen in the same way as in the
previous subsection. Users can also be blocked, edited or removed. A list
of groups the user is connected to can be shown. All of this is displayed in
Figure 3.4.

Users - Show Groups

Users can be connected to multiple groups. An overview of all connected
groups can be requested. The administrator has the possibility to add a new
group to the user (redirecting to the `Edit' page), or remove a group from
the list. Con�rmation in case of removal is asked. The CTT is given in
Figure A.5.

Users - Edit

Figure 3.5: Updating a user
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Figure 3.5 shows a user can be edited by changing the name, select another
type, (un)block the user, or add/remove some groups to/from the user. An
update button sends all the new data to the server.

Users - Delete

Figure 3.6: Deleting a user

If the administrator choses to delete a user, a con�rmation screen will pop up.
The admin then can accept or cancel the deletion of the user. The process
is shown in Figure 3.6.

Groups

A list of groups will be shown together with some actions that can be per-
formed: showing users connected to a group, edit a group, remove a group
and create a new one (see Figure 3.7). Since showing users of a group is
similar to showing groups of a user, this CTT is skipped. In Figure A.5 a
similar CTT can be investigated. Removing a group is similar to removing a
user, so this CTT is also not provided. See Figure 3.6 to get an idea how it
works. Next, the creation of a new group is given in Figure 3.8. As updating
a group is done in a similar way, the CTT of updating a group is skipped.
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Figure 3.7: Showing groups

Groups - New

Figure 3.8: Creation of a new group

To create a new group, the administrator has to pass a name and select some
users who will be connected to the group. Once this is done, the group can
be created. As mentioned earlier, updating a group is very similar and will
not be discussed in detail.
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WoT Devices

Figure 3.9: Overview of WoT devices

Selecting to show WoT devices will give the administrator an overview of all
the things that are already inserted, as shown in Figure 3.9. Devices can
be deleted and updated, and a list of all the getters and setters of a certain
device can be asked. The CTTs to update and delete a WoT device will
not be shown. Next, the CTT to create a WoT device and assign getters
and setters to it are given. Choosing to view all the getters and setters of a
certain WoT device by selecting it in the list, will result in a redirect to the
getters and setters page of a WoT device, which is shown in Figure 3.11.

WoT Devices - New

Figure 3.10: Adding a new WoT device to the system

Depicted in Figure 3.10 is what happens when adding a new WoT device.
The administrator has to pass an ID, a name and a base url. This base url
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will be the url to control the device and get data from it. When selecting the
action to add the device, the administrator is redirected to an overview of
all the getters and setters of this device (which will be empty in this stage).

WoT Devices - Getters and Setters

Figure 3.11: Overview of all the di�erent getters and setters of a WoT device

A list of all di�erent getters and setters for one WoT device will be shown.
An administrator has the possibility to delete or update existing getters and
setters), or to add new ones (see Figure 3.12 to add a getter and Figure 3.13
to add a setter).

WoT Devices - New Getter

Figure 3.12: Adding a new getter

To add a new getter, several �elds have to be �lled in. The admin should
pass a unique name, a part of a url and a JSON response �eld. The part
of the url should be the part that comes after the previously de�ned base
url. If both urls are correctly inserted by the admin, the combination of them
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should result in getting a JSON object. To get the correct value of this JSON
object, the passed JSON �eld is used. Updating a getter is similar and this
CTT will not be given.

WoT Devices - New Setter

Figure 3.13: Adding a new setter

Adding a new setter is very similar to adding a new getter: a unique name
has to be passed, together with a part of a url. The only di�erence is that
several json �elds can be passed. These will act as parameters when using
this setter. Again, updating a setter is very similar and will not be discussed
in detail.

Apps

Figure 3.14: Overview of applications

An overview of all applications is shown when selecting the Apps page. An
admin can block an application, edit or remove one, or create a whole new
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one. If an application is live, the app can be stopped or a list of active
users can be asked. Active users can be kicked out of the session, or blocked
entirely from using the app again, as displayed in Figure 3.14. These actions
are similar as in Figure 3.3 and Figure A.3 and will not be discussed again.

Apps - New

Figure 3.15: Creating a new app

Creating a new application (Figure 3.15) requires a name, a blocked status
and some users connected to the app. A list of groups is provided: when
a group gets selected, all the connected users get selected. These users can
be deselected individually afterwards. When the admin selects `Create App',
the app gets created and the admin gets redirected to the mashup creation
page. Editing an app is very similar and thus will not be shown here. The
only di�erence is that updating an app does not result in a redirect to the
mashup. Instead, a link to the mashup is provided on the update screen.

Apps - Mashup

Figure A.6 displays the creation of a mashup. All available elements that
can be dropped to a canvas are shown. When dropping an element to the
canvas, the admnistrator has to provide some information: this is di�erent
for each element, the only thing they have in common is an ID. The admin
can con�rm the element and afterwards the element will be dropped on the
canvas (if validation checks are ok). The admin can also cancel the operation.
Elements on the canvas can be moved and edited (which open the same
window as when inserting a new element, but with data �lled in). When the
user is satis�ed with the mashup or just wants to save the work, the `Deploy'
option can be used.
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3.7.2 Hasys

`Hasys' stands for HomeAutomationSystem and is the app users can work
with to see the di�erent applications made by the administrator. Below,
an overview how the users should connect to the system, how they can use
applications, how they can distribute and stop applications and how they
can logout from the system is given.

Connecting to Hasys

Figure 3.16: Sending a connection request to the system

When a user wants to connect to Hasys, a check is made if the users is not
already connected to the system. If so, the user is redirected immediately
to Home. If not, the user has to enter the ip address of the server Hasys is
running on. The administrator will receive this request and decides if the
user may connect to the system or not. While waiting for an answer, the user
can always abandon the connection request. All these tasks are depicted in
Figure 3.16.
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Homescreen of Hasys

Figure 3.17: Displaying the home screen of Hasys

Once the user is allowed to use the system, a list of all possible applications is
shown from which the user can choose (see Figure 3.17). After choosing, the
correct app will be displayed to the user. A disconnect button is available to
logout from the system.

Using an Application

After selecting the preferred application, Hasys will generate the correct ap-
plication. When using the app the user can perform some generated actions,
or can choose to distribute the application to another device. A close button
is present to cancel the action to distribute. When the user is done using the
application, he can click on the right button for it. The CTT of these tasks
can be found in Figure A.7.

3.8 User Object Modeling

To identify and understand the objects users will manipulate during their
tasks, an ORM diagram is developed. In this ORM diagram di�erent entities
exist and the relationships between them are shown. The complete ORM
diagram can be found in the Appendix, Figure A.8. In this section, the ORM
will be described in detail. To make things readable, the ORM diagram is
split up in di�erent parts.
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3.8.1 Users and Groups

Figure 3.18: User and Group entities

A group only has an ID and a name as value. It can be connected to multiple
users, and can be selected when creating an application. Users on their turn
can be connected to multiple groups and have access to multiple applica-
tions. Each user is actually a display device that is connected to the system.
Therefore, an IP address for each user will be saved. Furthermore, a name,
block status, online status and type is stored. The type will be the device
type, which can be a smartwatch, smartphone, tablet or laptop. All of these
are mandatory.
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3.8.2 Applications

Figure 3.19: Application entity

As mentioned before, an application can be used by di�erent groups and
users. Each application also holds a list of all the live users that are currently
using the app. None of these are mandatory. Next, a name and block
status is given for each app. To create an app, a mashup should be made.
Therefore a mashup ID will be connected to the app. This will be a one-to-
one relationship.
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3.8.3 Mashups

Figure 3.20: Mashup entity, consisting of MashElements and Wires

A mashup exists of several elements that can be connected to each other. One
element can be connected to multiple other elements, but this is not manda-
tory. The connection is stored in a Wire entity, which expects a MashEle-
ment as starting point and another one as ending point. These points are
mandatory: a wire cannot exists without these points. A MashElement is
an element, together with some special options. These options depend on
the type of element and are not described in detail in the ORM diagram.
An example can be the options value, placeholder and ID for a textbox
element. For each MashElement the PositionX and PositionY are stored to
draw it correctly on the canvas.
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3.8.4 Elements

Figure 3.21: Mashup entity, consisting of MashElements and Wires

All elements that can be used in the mashup tool will be stored. Each
element has an ID, a name, an icon, a category, a colour and the number
of times the element can be dragged to the canvas while creating a mashup
(for displays, this is limited to one time, ui elements can be dragged multiple
times). Possible categories are `display', `ui', `function', �sensor� and �wot�.
All these �elds are mandatory. An optional �eld for some elements will be
the BaseURL. For WoT devices, this �eld can be used to store the url to
connect with a device.

Also the input and output port of each element is stored. For both type of
ports the availability status and elements they can connect to are described.
In case of a UI element, sensor or WoT device, it is possible to assign setters
to the PortIn entity. A setter exists of a mandatory name, some parameters
(optional) and in some cases a PartURL. This PartURL will be used when
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the element is a WoT device and stores a part of a url (the one that comes
after the base url) to access the device. For the PortOut, some getters can
be added. A getter has a name, and in the WoT case a PartURL and a
JSONField. This JSON�eld will store a �eld from the JSON response that
will be requested. Next to setters, an event can be connected to the PortOut
if needed. For example, the event `onclick' can be added to the PortOut of
a ui button element.

All these getters, setters and events will play an important role when
de�ning functions inside a mashup. More detailed information can be found
in the `Implementation' chapter.

3.9 Style Guide

A good style guide will result in a consistent UI style and increases produc-
tivity because users will make less errors and will learn faster how to use the
system correctly. This thesis will use Bootstrap v4.1 3 to create web pages,
meaning the style will be based on the general Bootstrap style guidelines.

3.9.1 Standards for Window Interaction

• A navigation bar on top will allow the user to navigate between di�erent
windows. This navigation bar will always be fully expanded and be
�xed at the top of the page.

• Some buttons are provided in the navigation bar to distribute or stop
an application.

• Clicking on a link will result in opening a dialog box, or going to another
page.

• On the homescreen, shortcuts are provided to go another page.

• A dialog box can be closed by pressing a cancel button, or to con�rm
the action that is being asked for in the box.

• Clicking on an item in a list box, will result in a redirect to the correct
application.

3https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.1/components/
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3.9.2 Standard Window Layout

The main window has a navigation bar on top which will always be expanded
and �xed to the top of the page. This bar has links to other pages, and in
case of the user some buttons to perform particular actions like distributing
an applications or stop using one.

Figure 3.22: Standard Window Layout

In most cases, the title of the page is present bellow this navigation bar,
following by the actual content of the page as shown in Figure 3.22. This
content area can have a table, a list box or some buttons, depending on which
page is displayed.

For the creation of an actual mashup, the window layout is a bit di�erent
as depicted in Figure 3.23. The navigation bar is still present, but the rest
of the page is constructed di�erently. On the left side, a list of elements will
be given which can be dragged to the canvas on the right. On top of this
canvas, an action to deploy the constructed mashup is provided.

Figure 3.23: Mashup Layout
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3.9.3 Standards for Menus and Push Buttons

The Bootstrap library provides a prede�ned set of buttons. The primary
button (blue colour) will be used to perform actions that result in inserting
new data or alter existing data. To cancel operations, the light button (light
grey colour) is being used. Buttons or icons that link to a destructive action
like removing an application are using the danger colour (red). Each time
when performing a destructive action a con�rmation is being asked. To
con�rm the action, one has to select a primary button to de�nitively perform
the destructive action, or select the light button to cancel the operation. An
overview of these buttons is give in Figure 3.24.

(a) Primary button (b) Destructive button (c) Cancel button

Figure 3.24: Di�erent types of buttons

The Bootstrap v4.1 standards for buttons 4 and navigation menus 5 can
be found on the site.

3.9.4 Standards for Use of Keyboard Keys

Since both applications will be created using web technologies, the standard
keyboard keys that can be used using a browser will be available for the
users and administrator. For example, when a number has to be inserted in
a number input �eld, the arrow up and arrow down keys can be used to alter
the number in the input �eld. When constructing a mashup, the delete key
can be used to remove the currently selected wire or element.

3.9.5 Standard Use of Colour, Type and Fonts

As mentioned earlier, the primary colour of Bootstrap (blue) will be used
to perform actions that result in inserting or altering data. The light colour
(grey) will cancel operations. Destructive actions will have a danger colour
(red) assigned. This danger colour will also be used to show validation errors.
The success colour (green) will be used to show successful messages. The
other possible colours like info (light blue) and warning (yellow) will be used

4https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.1/components/buttons
5https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.1/components/navbar
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Name Colour HEX code Actual colour
Primary Blue #007BFF example
Secondary Gray #6C757D example
Success Green #28A745 example
Danger Red #DC3545 example
Warning Yellow #FFC107 example
Info Light blue #17A2B8 example
Light Light grey #F8F9FA example
Dark Black #343A40 example

Table 3.1: Overview of prede�ned Bootstrap colours

in various ways. In Table 3.1 all the colours provided by Bootstrap, together
with their HEX code are given.

A complete overview of the Bootstrap Text/Typography can be found on
the site of w3schools 6. The default font-size of Bootstrap is 16px, with a line-
height of 1.5. The default font-family is set to `Helvetica Neue', Helvetica,
Arial, sans-serif. Bootstrap provides 6 di�erent headings, going from <h1>
to <h6>. <h1> has a font-size of 40px, <h2> 32px, from hereon the amount
of px drops by 4px for each following heading. Each heading has a bolder
font-weight to be distinguishable from normal texts.

3.9.6 Standards for Use of Tables

The table header of a table will have a grey colour and headings will be
in a bold style to make a separation from the other rows containing data.
The table body holding all the data will have a white background. At the
bottom of each row, a thin light grey line is added to clearly see the di�erence
between two rows. Data cells that always will have the same data within it
(like `Edit', `Delete' and `Show'), will be assigned a �xed width that is just
enough to save space for other data cells. Icons will be used where possible
to save even more space (e.g. a red remove sign to �ll a delete cell). An
example of such a table can be found in Figure 3.25.

6https://www.w3schools.com/bootstrap4/bootstrap_typography.asp
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Figure 3.25: Table containing all the users. Icons and/or small cell widths
are used on the 3 last cells to save some space for the other cells

3.9.7 Standards for Use of Data Types

• For booleans a single checkbox will be used.

• For the input of number, a number �eld will be present.

• When making a choice out of less than four options, a radio button
group will be used.

• When the number of possible choices is bigger than three, a dropdown
list is chosen.

• For choices accompanied by a picture, radio buttons are used (e.g. a
list of possible icons to assign to a WoT device).

• For all other possible types of input, a standard textbox is being used.

3.10 Prototyping

The last step in the design process is to create the user interface, based on
the models and the style guide. First some drawings on paper were made and
after an evaluation online mockups were made on MockingBot 7. Several of
these (uncoloured) mockups can be found in the Appendix. Based on these
mockups, the �nal application was created.

7https://www.mockingbot.com/
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4
Implementation

Following the User Interface Design process, the �nal step is to develop the
application. In this chapter, all the technical details about the implemen-
tation of the mashup tool will be given. This mashup tool should be able
to solve the shortcoming of current mashup tools for Distributed User Inter-
faces (DUIs) and for the Internet of Things (IoT), namely integrating both
DUIs and IoT into one mashup tool. To start with, an overview of the used
technologies is given, together with some example code to receive and send
data from/to a server. Afterwards, a section about creating the mashup itself
using jQuery and svg elements is discussed. To end with, it is shown how an
interpreter on the user side will draw all applications correctly and perform
de�ned functions in the right way.

4.1 Choosing for the Web

The �rst question was how this application should be created. On the user
side, multiple options exist: one could create separate Android and iOS
applications, or could choose to use a framework like Ionic1 to nicely create
applications for both Android and iOS at the same time. A third option was
to just use the browser on mobile devices and create web applications. As the

1https://ionicframework.com/
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third option was most interesting for this thesis, this one was chosen. Native
web technologies could be used and users should only have a web browser
on their device to make the application work. The same code will work
on as well a tablet, a smartphone as a computer. On the admin side, also
multiple options were possible like programming in Java or C# and making
a connection to a server. However, for this part the choice for the Web was
also made. This way the same programming languages are used for all the
di�erent parts and one should only know web languages like HTML, CSS
and JavaScript to extend the system.

4.1.1 Designing Applications

(a) Connect to system (b) Waiting for approval (c) All accessible apps

Figure 4.1: The user goes to the correct url. When the user is not connected
to the system yet, he has to press the `Connect' button (a). After sending
the request, the user has to wait for the administrator to accept it. It is
always possible for the user to abandon the request (b). When accepted by
the administrator, a list of all possible applications for this particular user is
shown

Before setting up a server and letting things communicate with each other,
the design of both the user and administration applications were done. To
do this, basic web technologies like HTML and CSS were used. To get some
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help, the popular toolkit Bootstrap v4.02 is used. Bootstrap o�ers front-end
components which quickly and easily can be used to create web applications.

On the user side, the design of the application got some minor changes
compared to the �nal mockups. Since the user should surf to the correct url
in order to login to the system, there is no need to provide an extra textbox
for the user to enter the ip address of the system. A simple button with
the value `Connect' is enough to connect to the right system. In Figure 4.1,
the 3 main screens of the user application are shown: the connection screen,
the screen while waiting for the administrator to accept the connection, and
the home screen where all the available applications for the particular user
are listed and can be chosen to use. On the admin side, no great changes
took place. Further in this chapter, the most tricky part (the creation of the
mashup tool itself) is discussed in detail.

4.1.2 RESTFUL Web Service

var http = r equ i r e ( ' http ' ) ;
var expre s s = r equ i r e ( ' expre s s ' ) ;

var app = expre s s ( ) ;
var s e r v e r = http . c r e a t eS e rv e r ( app ) ;

s e r v e r . l i s t e n (3000 , f unc t i on ( ) {
conso l e . l og ( ' Server  s t a r t ed  on port  3000 ' ) ;

}) ;

Listing 4.1: Setting up a simple Express.js server

In order to provide some interaction in both applications, a server should
be set up which can share data over the di�erent systems. As said before,
a RESTFUL web service will be created in order to do so. In this project,
Express.js3 is used to develop an API to share data with others. Express.js is
a lightweight Node.js4 web application that provides all the necessary features
to setup a RESTFUL web service. In addition to all the great features, it is
also very easy to install. One should �rst install Node.js and afterwards use
the package manager (npm) to import the Express.js package. Once this is
done, only a few lines of code are needed to de�ne the server (see Listing 4.1).
First, an index �le for the server should be created. In this case, this index
�le will be called server.js. In this �le, Express has to be required and
invoked afterwards. Likewise, http should be required and could then be
used to create a http server by using the invoked express variable. The user

2https://getbootstrap.com/
3https://expressjs.com
4https://nodejs.org
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now only has to specify the port the server is running on, and a �rst test
can be performed. The server can be started by running the command node

server.js in a console.

Storing Data

{
" us e r s " : {
"5pmcs1th47d28qh" : {
" ip " : " 192 . 168 . 0 . 2 40 " ,
"name" : "user_1" ,
" type" : " desktop " ,
" blocked " : f a l s e ,
" on l i n e " : f a l s e ,
" activeApp" : f a l s e ,
" groups " : [
{
" groupId" : "1 vwp2lhzoic8364 " ,
"name" : "group_1"

} ]
} ,
"mjyo5p03mdbsulb" : {
" ip " : " 192 . 168 . 0 . 1 02 " ,
"name" : "user_2" ,
" type" : " desktop " ,
. . .

Listing 4.2: A part of the users.json �le

To store data, the choice was made to just use simple JSON �les. In
the future, other solutions like storing data in database like MongoDB5 or
CouchDB6 are possible. The following JSON �les exist:

• users.json: stores all the information about the di�erent users that
are using the system.

• groups.json: a collection of all the available groups.

• applications.json: all the applications o�ered by the system. It
contains info about the live users, which users are allowed to use the
application, details about the mashup that creates the app, ...

• elements.json: contains all the elements that can be used when draw-
ing on the canvas. Stores the color of elements, the icon, and all their
options.

These will all be stored in the folder called `data'. For each of these �les a
separate resource model is made. This resource model will import the JSON

5https://www.mongodb.com/
6http://couchdb.apache.org/
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�le and export it as a node module that can be used in the application.
Before diving in on how to access this data, an example of such a JSON �le
is given. Below, a part of the users �le is depicted.

Listing 4.2 shows two users that are already connected to the system.
They both have a unique id that is generated on creation time. Further,
each user has a name, a device type and the ip address of this device. The
type property will play an important role when the user enters an applica-
tion. Based on the type, the UI elements can be aligned in di�erent way,
depending on how the administrator speci�ed it in the mashup tool. Also
some information about the groups the user is connected to is stored (id
and name), together with some real time information thanks to di�erent sta-
tus variables (blocked or not, online or not, which app is the user currently
using).

Receiving and Sending Data

By setting up a REST web service, data can be retrieved by entering the right
url and sending the right HTTP method (GET). To alter data, http methods
POST, PUT and DELETE can be used in combination with a url. Using
Express.js, it is not that di�cult to create a complete API that responds to
client requests. One could easily program all the possible endpoints in the
server.js �le, which is a popular method for doing so. But when creating
a bigger application, things would become a bit unclear due to the large
amount of code. To solve this, Express.js o�ers Routing7. The goal is to cre-
ate a couple of routing �les that handle client requests. In this project, one
routing �le per JSON �le is used. This means there are 4 routing �les avail-
able: applications_routes.js, elements_routes.js, groups_routes.js
and users_routes.js. In Listing 4.3 a piece of code is given where a new
router gets de�ned with a GET method.

var expre s s = r equ i r e ( ' expre s s ' ) ;
var route r = expre s s . Router ( ) ;
var data = r equ i r e ( ' . / . . / data/users_model ' ) ; // import user data model
app . get ( ' / : id ' , f unc t i on ( req , r e s ) {
var id = req . params . id ; // ge t the id parameter out o f the u r l
r e s . send ( data . u s e r s [ id ] ) ; // send back a l l in format ion about the user

}

Listing 4.3: Routes: GET method with a parameter

In each �le di�erent methods can be de�ned. Each method is derived
from a HTTP method and attached to an instance of the express class. The
following listing shows how a GET request for a user with a speci�c id is

7https://expressjs.com/en/guide/routing.html
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done. In this method, the developer can extract the parameters from the url
and perform actions with it. To give the client access to this url, the route
has to be imported in the server.js �le, as shown in Listing 4.4. Once this
is done, a client can easily send a request to localhost:3000/users/abc and
receive all information about user abc in JSON format.
// Importing expres s and h t t p
. . .
var users_routes = r equ i r e ( ' . / route s / users_routes ' ) ; // import user rou te s

// invoke express , s e t up the se rve r
. .
app . use ( ' / u s e r s ' , users_routes ) ; // de f ine route
}

Listing 4.4: Server.js: importing routes

Setting up routes for POST, PUT or DELETE is very similar. One just
has to replace the get method by the desired method. To be able to work
with POST parameters, one should �rst import the body-parser package in
node.js. This package can then be used to extract POST parameters by the
command var name = req.body.name.

4.1.3 Calling the API

Now that a web service is up and running, the clients can send requests
to it. An example can be to send a request for getting all the users, and
show these users afterwards in a HTML table. To do so, jQuery8 is used.
jQuery is a JavaScript library that makes it easier to code with JavaScript
due to its easy-to-use API. Ajax, a part of the jQuery library, can be used
to send requests to a server and receive data. This data can then be used to
�ll a table for example. Next, a small piece of code is given in Listing 4.5
where when the document is loaded, the function get_groups() is called.
Inside this function, a call to /groups is made. The web service will handle
this request and send back a list of all the groups in JSON format. The
success() function of Ajax is triggered and will append all the users to the
desired table. In this case, there is a table with a table body with the id
groups somewhere on the HTML page. It is this table body that will be
�lled with all the groups.
$ ( document ) . ready ( func t i on ( ) {
get_groups ( ) ;

}) ;

f unc t i on get_groups ( ) {
$ . a jax ({

8https://jquery.com/
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u r l : ' / groups ' ,
method : "GET" ,
crossDomain : true ,
dataType : ' j s on ' ,
s u c c e s s : f unc t i on ( data ) {
$ . each ( data . groups , f unc t i on ( index , item ) {
var group = '<t r  id=" '+index+'"> '

+ '<td>' + item . name + '</td>'
//
// t a b l e c e l l s wi th bu t tons to ed i t , remove groups .
//

+ '</tr>' ;
$ ( '#groups ' ) . append ( group ) ;
}) ;

}
}) ;

}
}

Listing 4.5: Ajax request in jQuery to �ll a table with all available groups

4.1.4 Real-time Updates

The developed system will be a real-time web application, meaning that when
an important action occurs, the right clients should be informed as soon as
possible. An example can be a user that gets blocked by the administrator:
when this happens, the user should immediately be kicked out of the system.
Another example is the communication between di�erent devices. In a dis-
tributed user interface it is important that all devices are in the same state
at each moment.

One option to cope with problem can be polling for new data each x
seconds in JavaScript. In the case of the blocked user, the client can send each
�ve seconds a request to the server by �ring the function am_i_blocked().
This methods has it drawbacks: one problem is that an update will not take
place immediately. If the JavaScript function just started his new round of,
let us say �ve seconds, the user has to wait �ve seconds before the update �nds
place. In a distributed interface environment, this will make the program look
slow and therefor have a negative impact on the user experience. Another
problem is that useless requests will be made each �ve seconds when no
updates are made.

Luckily there is a solution to overcome this problem: WebSockets9. WebSockets
are part of the HTML5 speci�cation. With sockets, a permanent connection
between clients and the server is made. This connection will always be open
and the server can easily send messages to the client and vice versa. This
means that when an administrator blocks a user, this user will immediately

9http://www.websocket.org
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be kicked out of a session. When using a distributed user interface, an ac-
tion on device A will send a message to the server, who will distribute the
message to all or some devices in the system. Within a second all devices are
up to date and in the correct state. In the pictures (Figure 4.2) below, the
di�erence between polling with JavaScript and using WebSockets is given.

(a) Polling (b) WebSockets

Figure 4.2: With polling (a) the users checks each interval for updates. When
the admin sends an update, the user will see it in the next interval. With
WebSockets (b), both the admin and user make a socket connection to the
server. When the admin sends a message to the server, the server broadcasts
it to the connected users

Introducing sockets in this project is easy when working with Node.js.
On the Express.js server, the socket.io10 library needs to be required in
the server.js. Further on the possible messages need to be de�ned. On
the client side, the socket.io JavaScript library11 needs to be imported.
This can simply be done by passing the link to the src attribute of a html
<script> tag. In other JavaScript �les, a connection to a socket server can
be set up and multiple methods to send and receive socket messages can be
de�ned. In the following example the administrator sends a message to a
socket server to stop a user. The user should be able to receive this socket
message and thus automatically close the current application. But before the
application is able to do so, the message should be de�ned on the server.

10https://socket.io/
11https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/socket.io/1.7.4/socket.io.js
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Sockets on the Server

After requiring the socket.io library, the http server needs to be trans-
formed to a websocket server. Once this is done, multiple functions can be
de�ned that can be called when a socket message is sent by a client to the
server. A small example is given in Listing 4.6. In this case, the server can
receive a message with title �stop_app_user�. This will be a message been
sent by the administrator. The server on its turn will send a message with
the same name to all connected sockets in the system. When users are re-
ceiving the message, they will check if the userId variable inside the data

object matches their userId.
// Import a l l the l i b r a r i e s needed
. . .
var socket = r equ i r e ( ' socke t . i o ' ) ;
. . .
// transform h t t p se rve r in to a socke t s e r ve r
var s e r v e r = http . c r e a t eS e rv e r ( app ) ;
var i o = r equ i r e ( ' socke t . i o ' ) . l i s t e n ( s e r v e r ) ;
s e r v e r . l i s t e n (3000 , f unc t i on ( ) {
conso l e . l og ( ' Server  s t a r t ed  on port  3000 ' ) ;

}) ;
. . .
// on socke t connection , the messages become a v a i l b l e
i o . on ( " connect ion " , func t i on ( socke t ) {
socke t . on ( "stop_app_user" , f unc t i on ( data ) {
i o . emit ( ' stop_app_user ' , data ) ;

}) ;
}) ;

Listing 4.6: WebSocket server with method to stop an application for a
certain user

Sockets on the Client

There is not much needed to let sockets work on the di�erent clients. Once
the socket.io library is imported, the functions can be used in JavaScript
�les. In this particular example of blocking a certain user, the administrator
and user should connect to the socket server. When the user selects an app,
the administrator sees this in the admin tool. Then, the admin can select
to kick the user out of the current application. In the JavaScript �le, this is
done as shown in Listing 4.7.
// g l o b a l j s f i l e : connect ion to socke t s e r ve r
var socket = i o . connect ( ' ' ) ;

// users . j s f i l e : s top user from using app l i c a t i on
f unc t i on confirm_stopping_app ( user_id ) {
$ . a jax ({
u r l : ' / u s e r s / '+user_id+' / stop ' ,
method : 'PUT' ,
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crossDomain : true ,
dataType : ' j s on ' ,
s u c c e s s : f unc t i on ( data ) {
. . .
// F i r s t send ajax reque s t to update JSON f i l e s . Once t h i s i s done , send

socke t message to se rve r .
socke t . emit ( ' stop_app_user ' , { use r Id : user_id }) ;

}
}) ;

}

Listing 4.7: Admin stop application for certain user

The socket message is now being sent to the server. As mentioned be-
fore, the server will pass the exact same message (`stop_app_users' with a
data object containing the userId) to all clients. When a user is using an
application, he will receive this message. The user will check if the userId in
the message is equal to its userId, which is stored in a session variable upon
login time. If this is the case, the user will be redirected to another page and
the session variable containing the current application will be set to false.
socke t . on ( ' stop_app_user ' , f unc t i on ( data ) {
i f ( data . use r Id == se s s i onS t o r ag e . getItem ( ' user_id ' ) ) {
s e s s i onS t o r ag e . set I tem ( ' active_app ' , f a l s e ) ;
window . l o c a t i o n . r ep l a c e ( "/ hasys " ) ; // r e d i r e c t to homepage

}
}) ;

Listing 4.8: User can receive a message to stop the current application

With this simple example shown in Listing 4.8, the use of WebSockets and
its power is easy to understand. The working for DUIs is very similar: the
data object will contain a unique application id, together with some changes
that have been made to the system. Users that are using this application
will open the socket message and also perform the changes on their device.

4.2 Creating Mashups

The biggest and most important part of this thesis is the creation of mashups
in the administrator tool. As mentioned in the `Solution' section, �owcharts
will play an important role. The �rst goal was to use Node-RED and to ex-
tend it so applications could be distributed. But after testing Node-RED by
some unexperienced test users, they found it too di�cult to use. One reason
was the need to program a bit in JavaScript, something most of them did not
have experience with. Next thing was to look around for some �owvchart li-
braries which were easy editable and easy to use for the end users. jsPlumb12

12https://jsplumbtoolkit.com/
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and gojs13 were tested, but the community editions worked a bit slow or did
not o�er exactly what was needed for this system. Therefore, a whole new
�owchart program was created with techniques like svg to draw elements,
and jQuery to connect them correctly and save them to the server.

4.2.1 Dragging Elements to the Canvas

Figure 4.3: Constructing a mashup. Di�erent UI elements are connected to
a phone and a desktop. A function will show information about the weather
in a city that is passed on the phone on the desktop

On the left side of the page a list of elements is given. All these elements are
saved in the elements.json �le and can be received by calling the REST
API. Each element has the following properties:

• a category, for example `display' or `ui'. In this way it gets listed
underneath the correct accordion group.

• an icon and color to markup the node. Each category has its own color.

13https://gojs.net
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• portIn: has the attribute available to specify that there is an inPort
available for the node (this will be drawn on the left side of the node),
and an attribute connectable, which is an array of other elements
which can be connected to the inPort of this element. Some nodes,
like a WoT device or UI element, will also stores setters. These will
play an important role when constructing functions. If the portOut of
a function node is connected to the portIn of a WoT device or UI ele-
ment, it is possible to assign a new values to these elements using their
setters. More information can be found in the subsection `Constructing
Functions' later in this chapter.

• portOut: similar to portIn, but this time for port that is situated
on the right side of the node. The outPorts of UI elements, WoT
devices or sensors can share their getters and events when connected to
a function node. More information can again be found in the subsection
`Constructing Functions'.

• max: the maximum number of nodes of this type that can be drawn
on the canvas. This is important for the display types, for example,
only one desktop element should be allowed to be drawn on the canvas.
Afterwards, the maximum number of desktop devices that can use the
application at the same time can be speci�ed when passing the details.
At this time, it is not possible to de�ne two di�erent interfaces for two
di�erent desktops. Meaning each desktop will have the same interface
and the same possibilities.

Once all elements are listed in the accordion on de left, they have to be
draggable towards the central canvas. To drag an element, the library jQuery
UI14 is used, which makes it is easy to specify that some elements are drag-
gable and to which area they can be dropped. If an element gets dropped
onto the canvas, it gets transformed from an HTML element to an svg ele-
ment. This is achieved in the following way: when an element gets dropped
on the canvas, the program extracts its id and the x and y position where it
is dropped. Before showing on the canvas, a modal will pop up asking the
administrator for some extra information. In case of a textbox, the admin-
istrator has to pass a unique id, a text for the placeholder, and a value text.
For each UI element in particular some widths have to be de�ned. For each
type of device, a score going from 1 to 12 has to be entered. With this feature,
it becomes possible to align UI elements di�erently on di�erent devices. E.g.:
when dragging a button to the canvas and giving a score of 6 desktop width

14https://jqueryui.com/
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and 12 smartphone width, the button will show over the whole width of the
page on a smartphone, and taking only the half of the screen when using the
app on a desktop. If all validation checks succeed (in case of the textbox
only a unique id is required), a function send_elements_to_canvas() will
be called. This function expects the unique id and information about the
element. In this way, it becomes possible to pass the correct information to
the svg function and draw the desired elements on the canvas. The library
jQuery SVG 15 is used to draw a svg element on the canvas using jQuery.

4.2.2 Connecting Elements

Placing elements on the canvas is one thing, but if they cannot be connected
to each other they have no use at all. To connect elements, an inPort or
outPort has to be selected. Once a port is selected, all the other ports on the
canvas turn red or green. A green port means the current selected port can
be connected to this port. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.4. A red
port means that the selected port cannot connect to the selected port. In
this way, it becomes impossible to create `meaningless' applications. When
a port gets selected, an array containing all the elements on the canvas is
traversed. Their inPort or outPort properties will be checked to see if the
selected port can connect. When the administrator clicks somewhere on the
canvas else than a port, all the ports will be deselected and again be marked
in their default color.

Figure 4.4: The outPort of a smartwatch element gets selected (orange). It
is only possible to connect it to an inPort of a button (green). A map cannot
be shown on a smartwatch (red). The outPorts of elements other than the
selected one will always be disabled (red)

15http://keith-wood.name/svg.html
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(a) Mashup tool (b) Generated app

Figure 4.5: The h1 element is placed above the map element (a). Thereforee
the title will also show above the map in the generated app (b)

In case of connecting UI elements to display elements, there is one impor-
tant thing to notice. The order (top to bottom) UI elements are placed on
the canvas, plays a big role in the layout of the �nal application. Placing a
h1 element above a map element will result in another layout than the other
way around, as shown in Figure 4.5.

4.2.3 Constructing Functions

So far, it is only possible to show di�erent elements. To interact with those
elements, functions can be dragged to the canvas. When a function gets
added, the administrator can only pass a unique function name. Constructing
the function becomes possible when elements get connected to the inPort and
outPort of the function element. Elements that get connected to the inPort
of the function allow the function to get data and select an event. Elements
that get connected to the outPort give the function the ability to perform
actions on those elements.

Figure 4.6: Mashup where a button and a weather sensor get connected to
the inPort of a function, while a card gets connected to the outPort
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In Figure 4.6, a button and a weather sensor get connected to the inPort,
while a card (a Bootstrap element with a header, body and footer) gets
connected to the outPort. This means the function can use the getters and
events of the button and sensor, and the setter of the card. This way, it
becomes possible to create a function where, when the users clicks on the
button, the system will get the current weather and show the temperature in
the card. Note that the event page.onload will always be available. Other
events will be appended to the list when elements get connected to the inPort.
While creating a function, the admin can develop actions and conditions that
make part of this function. It is in these actions and conditions that getters
and setters can be used. Figure 4.7 gives an overview of a particular function.

Figure 4.7: Info about a function: a name, the event on which this function
will get �red, and a list of actions and conditions that are performed when
the function gets called

Actions

An action is in fact only a set of setters which expect zero or more parameters.
In Figure 4.8 an action is de�ned where the body of the card is �lled with
the current temperature passed by the weather station. It is also possible to
just pass a text value instead of the value of some getter.
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Figure 4.8: Actions: setting the body of a card to the current temperature

Figure 4.9: Condition: checking if the current temperature is above 20 de-
grees or not. Perform di�erent actions based on the outcome of the condition

Conditions

Next to actions, it is also possible to create conditions. In these conditions,
the getters can be used to perform checks on. Afterwards, di�erent actions
can be assigned to the case when the check holds, or when a false result is
met. In Figure 4.9, a check is done if the current temperature is above 20
degrees. When this condition is met, the footer of the card will show the text
`warm'. If the current temperature is below 20 degrees, the footer will show
the text `cold'.
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4.3 User App

4.3.1 Homescreen

Once a user is accepted by the system administrator, a list of all available
applications for this speci�c user will be shown. An application is shown in
this list if the user is connected to it by the system administrator AND if the
device type of this user is present in the mashup. For example, if user1 is a
tablet and allowed by the administrator to use a speci�c application, but in
the mashup of this application no tablet element is present, the application
will not be shown in the list. If in a mashup a speci�cation is made were
only a maximum number of users of a speci�c type can connect (e.g. only
one smartphone user at a time can use application A), then this list item will
be disabled and thus not allowing the user to select it.

Once a user selects an application, the program.html �le will be loaded.
Inside this HTML �le, four important JavaScript �les will be called: engine.js,
interpreter.js, condition_eval.js and setter_parameters.js. In the
next sections their functions will be explained in detail.

4.3.2 Engine.js: Drawing and Managing the Applica-

tion

An application can be opened in two ways: or the user selects it from the
list, or another device distributed its state to this device. In the �rst case,
the application ID is passed in the url, together with the distribution status
(which will be false in this case). In the second case, the same parameters
are passed, only this time with the distribution status `true'. Additional
parameters from and to are passed to inform the system which user wanted
to distribute its state, and to which user it was intended to distribute.

If the user opened the application by selecting it from the list, the ap-
plication will just be drawn and values will be assigned as speci�ed in the
mashup. If the application got distributed by another user, the current values
of elements on the page of the distributor will be asked for and sent back the
user. The application will be drawn, but the values will now be the ones that
were received from the distributor. The drawing process is the same in both
cases. Wires of the mashup are investigated as shown in Listing 4.9. If the
device type of the user is connected to UI elements, these UI elements will be
stored in an array. Once the array is complete, it gets sorted by the y posi-
tion of the UI element in the mashup, going for small to big. Afterwards, the
elements are drawn on the page in this order: elements that appear higher
in the mashup, will also be drawn at the top of the generated HTML page.
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f unc t i on draw_app ( ) {
// run through a l l wires
$ . each ( app . mashup . wires , f unc t i on ( index , wire ) {
// d i s p l a y ( dev i ce ) element w i l l a lways be the s t a r t o f a wire .
// and always be connected to a UI~element (no other p o s s i b i l i t i e s )
i f ( wire . s t a r t == d i sp l ay ) {
// s t o r e UI~element in array
ui_elements . push ( wire . end ) ;

}
}) ;
// so r t array based on y po s i t i on
ui_elements = sort_elements_by_y ( ui_elements ) ;
f o r ( u i in ui_elements ) {
// draw UI~elements based on y po s i t i on
draw_ui_element ( ui_elements [ u i ] ) ;

}
// i f a l l e lements are on the page , a s s i gn func t i ons to them ( i f a p p l i c a b l e

)
as s i gn_funct i ons ( ) ;

}

Listing 4.9: Drawing an application. Go through all the wires to get
UI elements, afterwards sort them correctly on y position and draw them
on the page.

Next to drawing the application, functions are assigned. All function
elements of the mashup are investigated: the engine will check on which event
of which element the function will be triggered. In this way, for example, a
onclick function can be assigned to a previously drawn button UI element.
Functions that are appended to a page load will be �red immediately. A
concrete example and how functions will be interpreted is given in the next
section.

Finally, the engine also listens to the socket server and handles incoming
socket messages.

4.3.3 Interpreter.js: Handling Functions

Functions are assigned to elements in the following way: the JSON �le stores
the unique function name, the element where the function will be connected
to, and an event of this element on which the function will be triggered. Next
to this, an array with multiple actions and conditions is stored which will
be performed once the function is triggered. An example can be a function
send_values, with as element a button with id send and event onclick. The
button will already been drawn by the engine. After putting all the elements
on the screen, the engine will assign all functions. For this particular function,
an attribute onclick having the value do_function(send_values) will be
appended to an element with ID send.
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Once this button is clicked, the function do_function with parameter
send_value will be called in the interpreter.js �le. Based on the function
name (the parameter), all information of the function will be requested. All
subfunctions of this function (actions and conditions) are performed in the
order they are stored in the JSON �le (and thus were de�ned in the mashup
tool).

Performing Actions

Each action stores an element to perform the action to, a setter to alter an
attribute of this element, and some parameters for this setter. If a setter
has no parameters, to function perform_setter will be called immediately.
If parameters have to passed, the function do_setter_with_parameters is
performed in advance. Inside this function, checks are being made if a pa-
rameter is just text, or a getter. In case of a getter, the value of a speci�c
UI element �rst has to asked for, or a AJAX request has to be made to a
third party or WoT device to receive values. It is important that all AJAX
requests are �nished before actually calling the perform_setter function
and assign all the values to the element.

Before calling the perform_setter function, a check will be made if the
element is present on the current page. If this is the case, the function will be
called. Inside this function, a switch with multiple possible cases is de�ned.
The element, setter and optional parameters will be passed to this function.
Based on the setter, the correct case is chosen. Inside this case, the correct
values from the parameters array will be assigned to the correct attributes of
the elements. E.g.: for a map element the setter setPosition can be passed
with parameters city and country, resulting in a new position on the map
that is drawn on the page. A global array containing all the current values
is also updated to these new values.

After the check if the element is present on the current page or not, a
message will be sent to the socket server, which on its turn will send the
message to all devices that are currently using the application. Inside this
socket message, the element, setter and parameters are passed. The devices
will then call the function to perform the setter on the correct element and
assign the right values to it. In this way, it becomes possible that a tablet
can enter a city and a country on its screen, presses a button, parameters
will be �lled in and will be sent to a desktop device using a socket. This
desktop device will perform the setter (e.g. changing the position of a map
that is depicted on its screen) based on the parameters that were passed by
the socket.
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Performing Conditions

To interpret a condition, all available information provided by the JSON �le is
traversed. Each condition has a condition to check, a set of actions to perform
when the conditions holds, and a set of actions when the condition fails (see
Listing 4.10). The actions are performed in the same way as described above.

A simpli�cation is made in the mashup tool: only AND, OR and subcon-
ditions are allowed. There is no possibility to add brackets. In this way, it is
simple to divide the whole condition in multiple parts. Each subcondition is
stored in the JSON �le as depicted in listing below.
" cond i t i on s " : [
{
" element " : " phi l ips_hue " ,
" g e t t e r " : " getIsOnLight1 " ,
" operator " : "==" ,
"valueType" : " t ext " ,
" valueText " : " t rue "

} ,
{
" combinator " : "AND" ,
" element " : " phi l ips_hue " ,
" g e t t e r " : " getIsOnLight2 " ,
" operator " : "==" ,
"valueType" : " s e l e c t " ,
" valueElement " : " txtL ight " ,
" va lueGetter " : " getValue "

} ,
] ,

Listing 4.10: Condition having two subconditions: �rst one checks if the �rst
light is on (standard value "true"), the other one checks if the second light
has the same status as passed in a textbox. The AND combinator is used to
combine both.

Subconditions will be stored in di�erent array entries, depending on their
combinator. The �rst subcondition does not have the combinator �eld and
will automatically be stored in the �rst entry. In the listing, the �rst con-
dition will check if the �rst light of the philips_hue element is true. The
valueType �eld can have the value `text' (a constant value) or `select' (a
variable value, depending on the element and getter that is given next). For
the next conditions, the combinator will decided if the subcondition is placed
in the same array entry, or if a new entry is created. If the combinator has
the value AND, the subcondition will be placed in the same array entry. If
the value of the combinator is OR, a new entry will be created and the sub-
condition will be assigned to this entry. The current entry is set to this new
entry afterwards.

In the end, an array will exists with multiple entries. It now becomes pos-
sible to interpret the whole condition. For each entry, the following is done:
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the �rst subcondition in this entry will be checked. The condition_eval.js
�le will be called to interpret this subcondition correctly. The outcome of
this subcondition will be true or false. In case the outcome is false, the re-
sult of the whole current array entry will be false (logical AND). In case the
outcome is true, the next subcondition of the current array entry will be in-
vestigated and the same procedure is done: a false result means going to the
next array entry immediately, a true result will check the next subcondition
of the same array entry.

If all array entries are checked, we have a new array with the same amount
of entries, but now containing the values true or false. If all values are false,
the whole end result will be false. If one value is true, the whole end result
will be true (logical OR). Depending on this result, the right actions (stored
in actionsTrue and actionsFalse in the JSON �le) will be evaluated.
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5
User Study

To test the usability of the system, a user study was performed. After a
small explanation what the Web of Things and Distributed User Interfaces
are, the participants got a small training of 10 minutes on how to construct
a mashup. The basic features were explained (e.g. connecting UI elements to
di�erent kind of devices, constructing functions). There was no time limit set.
When their application was ready, the users got to �ll in a questionnaire and
give at most three positive and negative comments about the system. The
Computer System Usability Questionnaire [39] was used in order to answer
the questions.

5.1 Setting up the Experiment

5.1.1 Participants

Before actually doing the experiment, several participants who would like to
test the system needed to be found. Once this was done, they were all invited
to come perform the experiment. Due to the availability of the participants,
multiple sessions were held on di�erent days. Each of them got a small train-
ing on how to use the mashup tool and constructed the de�ned application
afterwards.

In total 14 di�erent people did the experiment. Participants of this study
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had no or limited programming experience. However, they all had some
knowledge about �owchart diagrams and how they work. The age range of
the participants goes from 20 to 50 years old. Ten men and four women
participated. All of them are interested in new technologies, but a small
explanation on what Distributed User Interfaces are and how physical things
can be controlled over the Internet using a REST API was given.

5.1.2 Setup

The setup of this experiment consisted of one laptop that could be used to
create the desired mashup. A Philips Hue was present as well to be able to
control a smart physical device. The environment of this test was a simple
living room. The participants used their own smartphone and the available
laptop and tablet to test the generated application. To make things easier, a
small documentation for the Philips Hue with the most important urls and
functions was given in order to speed things up and do not let the users get
lost in the Philips Hue API documentation.

5.1.3 Training

Before actually creating the app, each participant got a small training from
about 10 minutes. This training consisted of a PowerPoint presentation
with screenshots of the mashup tool. First, users got to see how to add
a WoT device and connect some functions to it. Afterwards, the creation
of an application where a smartphone user could control the city of which
the weather data was shown on a desktop was explained. In this way, the
participants got to see how to connect di�erent UI elements to di�erent
devices, how to create functions and how to use third party data over a REST
API. Given this training, the users should be able to create an application
on their own.

5.2 Creating the Mashup

After the training, the participants got an assignment to create a mashup
involving a WoT device and di�erent display devices. Once the creation of
this mashup was done, the participants had to connect their own smartphone
to the system and accept it as an administrator. The assignment was speci�ed
as follows: �The participant should be able to create a mashup that involves
all following aspects. A mobile phone and tablet will be used to control a light
from the Philips Hue. A button having the text `Light on' or `Light o�' will
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be shown. Depending on the device type, the button will be shown over the
full width of the page (in case of a mobile phone), or on only half the page (in
case of the tablet). On a desktop a <h1> element will be presented having the
text `The light is on' or `The light is out', depending on the current status of
the lightbulb. The user should �rst connect the Philips Hue to the system and
add some getters and setters to it to be able to ask for the current status of
the light, and to change this status afterwards. Once this is done, the mashup
can be created. The user should create two functions: light_on_load and
switch_light. The �rst function should be triggered when the page is loaded,
the second one is �red after a speci�c button is clicked. Both functions will
have the ability to show the correct values (text on the button and text of the
<h1> tag), depending on the current status of the light.�.

No time limit was set to create this mashup. Participants could play
around and test as much as needed. After the desired application was �n-
ished, the questionnaire had to be �lled in.

5.3 Questionnaire Results

As mentioned before, the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (CSUQ) [39]
was used to record the usability of the system. The participants had to �ll
in the questionnaire that could be found on the Internet1. It is worth notic-
ing that this questionnaire is slightly di�erent than the one described in the
paper. Where in the paper the Likert scale goes from 1 to 7 with 1 being
`Strongly agree' and 7 `Strongly disagree', the webpage works the other way
around. Meaning that a higher number means a better result, and not a
worse one like in the paper. At the bottom of the page, the participants had
the possibility to �ll in at most three positive and negative comments about
the system if they like.

Results from the CSUQ can be divided into four separate groups: the
overall satisfaction score (OVERALL), the system usefulness (SYSUSE), the
information quality (INFOQUAL) and the interface quality (INTERQUAL).
In Table 5.1 an overview of which questions belong to which subsets is given.
As the Likert scale goes from 1 to 7, with 7 being the best score, it can be
said that a mean score above 3.5 can be considered as good. Next the mean
and standard deviation of each subset are calculated. The standard deviation
will tell how widely the scores of di�erent participants are spread. A high
standard deviation (here set to any value above 2) will mean that the data
is not consistent. Afterwards, some positive and negative remarks from the
participants are listed that can be used to improve the system in the future.

1http://garyperlman.com/quest/quest.cgi
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Subset Questions
OVERALL 1 to 19
SYSUSE 1 to 8
INFOQUAL 9 to 15
INTERQUAL 16 to 18

Table 5.1: Overview of subsets of the Computer System Usability Question-
naire

5.3.1 Quantitative Data Analysis

The results of the CSUQ can be divided in quantitative data (the 19 questions
that had to be answered by assigning a score from 1 to 7 to it) and qualitative
data (giving some positive and negative remarks afterwards). In this section,
the quantitative data will be analyzed. Table 5.1 shows us the data can be
divided into four subparts. Passing the data to a spreadsheet and perform
calculations on it, gives us the results that are depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Bar chart depicting the means of each subset, together with the
standard deviation, shown as error bars. The orange horizontal line shows
the benchmark line of 3.5

Overall, the system has a positive evaluation with a mean of 5.28 and
a standard deviation of 0.89, meaning that the data is not widely spread
and the participants more or less had the same opinion about the system.
Averaging the scores for the usage of the system resulted in the exact same
mean as the overall mean. High scores within this subset were given to
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questions 3 and 8 (e�ectively completing the work and becoming quickly
productive), a lower average score was given to question 4 (able to complete
the work quickly). In a small interview afterwards, participants said they
found it a bit hard at �rst, but once they knew the system things seemed
to be more easy and they had a happy feeling when they saw the working
`advanced' application they created. Learning a programming language and
di�erent technologies would have cost them more time than it did now, but
�rst playing around with the tool and discovering it before actually creating
the mashup successfully gave some of them the feeling it took too long.

The information provided by the system (INFOQUAL) received an aver-
age score of 4.97, which is the lowest of all subsets. The standard deviation
of 0.99 shows most participants agreed with each other. Question 9 (clear
error messages) scores high with a mean of 6, but lower scores were given to
the other questions. People expected more on-screen information and said it
maybe would be more di�cult to create the mashup if no 10 minute training
was given before the start. Providing a tutorial could solve this problem in
the future.

The last subset, the interface quality, received the highest average score of
5.95, with the lowest standard deviation (0.69). No real di�erence between
the di�erent means within this subset exists, all of them score very well.
Users like the interface of the system and it gives them the opportunity to
do the things they expect it to do, namely adding di�erent kind of devices to
the system and make applications to let them communicate with each other.

To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning that on average the users
created the whole application in 15 to 20 minutes. Adding a WoT device
to the system (given the simpli�ed API documentation about the Philips
Hue) was done very quickly (around 5 minutes), together with creating the
di�erent UIs for the di�erent devices (also around 5 minutes). The time that
was left was spent on creating the two functions.

5.3.2 Qualitative Data Analysis

After �lling in the questions, the users could also pass some positive and
negative comments about the system. Many of them liked the interface and
found it very easy to �nd what they were looking for. The mashup tool itself
was very clear (elements that can be draggged to the canvas on the left, a big
canvas, a deploy button) and they liked using it. The error messages that
were given (passing a unique ID, a required value, ...) gave them hints on
what they were doing wrong. Assigning a red or green color to ports when
one port is selected let them quickly see which elements were connectable to
each other. Some of them say it maybe would be better that people actually
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could drag a line between ports (holding the left mouse button), instead of
just selecting two ports, because they were used to this feeling when creating
a �owchart. Also the generated wires between two ports could maybe be
drawn in a di�erent way, so it is always clear which wire belongs to which
inPort and outPort. At this moment, when many wires exist in a mashup, it
is not that clear because they get `intertwined'. Using a professional �owchart
or graph library in the future may overcome this problem.

As already brie�y mentioned in the previous subsection, some participants
said it might be hard (or at least harder) to construct the mashup when no
training was given. They do not really like the trial and error approach a
lot when creating something. Especially because they are new in controlling
these technologies and are worried to `break' something. The suggestion was
made to provide an info button on the mashup screen where people could �nd
a tutorial. This is a very good remark and can be considered when extending
this mashup tool.

To end with, the most positive remark is the one that most partici-
pants were happy that they could create an advanced application without
the knowledge of too much technological details. With a good documenta-
tion provided by the mashup tool and by WoT device developers, they would
love to discover and create new things.



6
Future Work

Limited research to the combination of mashup tools, Distributed User In-
terfaces and the Web of Things existed when starting this thesis. Therefore,
the developed tool can be used as a starting point and many extensions are
possible.

The User Study revealed that the users were overall happy with the sys-
tem, but improvements could be made. One thing that was mentioned, was
a clear tutorial that should be available for the unexperienced administra-
tors and creators of the mashup. A small information icon can be added on
top of the page with all the important information given, for example, how
to connect UI elements to a display device and how to create functions. A
further improvement could be the integration of a real step-by-step tutorial
where users learn to perform all the important actions.

As the mashup tool itself was built from scratch improvements can be
made. The user study showed when multiple wires are present on the canvas,
it sometimes looked like they were intertwined and it was not really clear
which wire was connected to which elements. One option is to use a third
party API to overcome this problem.

Until now, there is no real possibility to debug the program, other than
deploy it and use di�erent devices to see what happens. In the future, a
debug tool could be added where the application gets simulated on some
virtual devices. This way the administrator should not always deploy the
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application and thus make an incomplete application available for the end
users. In addition to this, a visualisation of how UI elements align on the
di�erent devices can be given. Maybe even with the possibility to edit the UI
elements directly in this visualisation and extend the usability of the mashup
tool. Further improvements could be to apply CSS styles to the di�erent
elements. At this moment, a button will always have the blue colour, and
a label will always have the same font size and style. Adding the option to
style these elements gives the system much more possibilities.

Built-in third party APIs are limited to the OpenWeatherMap API1 and
the Wikipedia API2. Multiple other options exist and can in the future be
o�ered to the mashup creators. Likewise, not all possible HTML UI elements
are integrated in the current mashup tool. E.g. it is currently not possible
to show images, but this can easily be integrated in future versions of this
system.

Physical things that follow the Web of Things approach can easily be
integrated into the system by just adding them on the correct page. Meaning
that more Web of Things devices will develop automatically new options for
this mashup tool. However, at this time it is not possible to handle arrays.
For example: it is not possible to print all the available lights of the Philips
Hue on one page. Editing the mashup tool, as well as the interpreter on the
user side will overcome this shortcoming.

On the user side, an optimization can be made where the results of REST
API calls are stored in the local storage. At this time, if a function is con-
structed where the temperature and a description of the weather in a certain
city is asked, the system will make two requests to the same API: one time
to get the temperature, and one time for the description. Storing the JSON
result after the �rst call will speed up the program (not needing to wait for
a second AJAX call to be completed).

To end with, the function element of the mashup tool can be extended.
For now, it is only possible to perform some actions (setting values of di�er-
ent elements) and conditions (getting values of certain elements and check
if they ful�l a condition). Giving the administrators possibilities to insert a
switch operator, or make a loop are some examples that can be integrated
in the system. However, one should always keep in mind to keep it as sim-
ple as possible and make the mashup tool available for all kind of users:
programmers and non-programmers.

1https://openweathermap.org/
2https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/REST_API/



7
Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to create a mashup tool to easily develop Dis-
tributed Physical-Digital User Interfaces. Before the development of the sys-
tem started, related work was investigated. The related work showed that
mashup tools for both Distributed User Interfaces and the Internet of Things
exist, but none of them integrates both. Most existing mashup tools used
a �owchart interface to create new applications. Therefore, this approach is
also used in this thesis. Given the related work, important guidelines about
Distributed User Interfaces and the Internet of Things were discovered and
paid attention to while creating the system.

A general solution for the problem was de�ned after the literature study,
keeping in mind the positive and negative aspects from previously created
systems. The ultimate goal was to solve the problem of existing mashup tools.
They exist for Distributed User Interfaces and for the Internet of Things, but
not for a combination between them. Di�erent user classes were de�ned: an
administrator who creates the di�erent mashups and controls other users
of the system, which will use the created applications. Blocking users and
applications, kicking users out of sessions, allowing a limited number of users
to the system: a complete management of as well users as applications should
be provided. A scenario with personas was de�ned in order to have a feeling
what kind of users would use the system and what they would do in several
cases. The design process de�ned by Moore [47] was followed to create the
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User Interface. Usability requirements were set, user object models and tasks
models de�ned, and a style guide speci�ed. Afterwards, the iterative design
process was started, using di�erent kinds of mockups to show to the potential
users. Finally, the system was developed.

Web technologies were used to create two applications: the mashup tool
where an administrator creates di�erent kinds of mashups and can control
users, devices and applications, and an application for the users where they
could select a generated application to use. HTML5, CSS3, jQuery, Ex-
press.js and WebSockets are the main technologies that were used to con-
struct the system.

The �nal system o�ers the possibility to create mashups where an appli-
cation can be distributed over multiple device types, can control and ask data
from physical things, as well can ask third parties like weather stations or
Wikipedia for data. The administrator has full control and can block appli-
cations, stop users from using a speci�c application, allow users to connect to
the system, or block them for a period of time. Users can choose to select a
certain application that is made available for use by the administrator. Each
application can also be distributed to other devices by the user.

The user study showed that overall, the users were happy with the sys-
tem. A small training of 10 minutes was enough to complete a prede�ned
task successfully in 15 to 20 minutes. Of course, not all was perfect and
some remarks were given. In the Future Work chapter, a solution for these
remarks is proposed, together with possible extensions that can be made
to the system in the future. As no speci�c mashup tool existed to create
Distributed Physical-Digital User Interfaces, this tool can be seen as a good
prototype that can be heavily extended to o�er even more possibilities to the
end users.
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A.1 CTTs

A.1.1 Manage User Request

Figure A.1: New user tries to connect to the system
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A.1.2 Using the system

Figure A.2: Admin has several choices he can make, or he can perform some
pro�le actions
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Homescreen - User Using a Live App

Figure A.3: Showing an overview of users using a live application. Users can
be kicked out of the session
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Homescreen - Live Users

Figure A.4: Overview of all live users. Users can be stopped and blocked if
wanted
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Users - Show Groups

Figure A.5: Showing a list of groups the user is connected to. Connect new
groups or remove existing ones
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Apps - Mashup

Figure A.6: Constructing the app with the mashup tool
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Using an Application

Figure A.7: Using a certain application with possibility to distribute state
and close the app
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A.2 ORM Diagram

Figure A.8: Complete ORM diagram.
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A.3 Mockups

A.3.1 User

(a) Connect to a system (b) Waiting for approval (c) All accessible apps

Figure A.9: The three mockups above show the screens where a user is not
connected to the system yet and has to pass the right IP address (a). Once
a request is sent to the server, a screen will be shown where the user has
to wait for a response, but can abandon the request if desired (b). If the
user gets accepted, all accessible apps are shown. If the number of users of a
certain device type is reached for an app, the app will be unavailable for the
user.
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(a) Accessing an app (b) Distributing current status

Figure A.10: Once an app is selected, it will be generated on the screen (a).
If desired, the current status can be distributed (pressing the button on top),
or stopped (also on top). In case of distributing an app, a box will pop up
to select the device to distribute to.
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A.3.2 Admin

Figure A.11: Homepage administrator. Options to navigate to other pages,
or to control live applications and online users.

Figure A.12: Stopping a live application, a con�rmation is being asked. The
same action can be performed on the Applications page.
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Figure A.13: Showing an overview of all users that are currently using a
certain app. Users can be kicked out of the session. The same action can be
performed on the Applications page.

Figure A.14: Kicking a user out of an application. Con�rmation is being
asked to just kick the user this time, or block the user completely from using
the app ever again. A back button is available to cancel the operation.
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Figure A.15: New user tries to connect to the system. On every possible
page, a modal will pop up. Showing all the info and asking for some values.
The admin can accept or deny the request.

Figure A.16: Overview page of all applications. Information if an app is live
or not. Live apps can be stopped or managed (kicking live users out of the
app, or block them from using the app again). Links to delete or update an
app, or to create a new one are provided.
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Figure A.17: Creating a new application. Basic information exists of a name,
connected groups and users, and a block status (will the app already be
available for the users or not?).

Figure A.18: After passing the basic app info, a mashup can be created. Ele-
ments on the left can be dragged to the canvas on the right and be connected
to each other.
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Figure A.19: A new element is dropped on the canvas. In this case, a textbox
is dropped. An ID is required, also the value and placeholder of the textbox
can be passed if wanted. This modal box will look di�erent for each type of
element that is dropped on the canvas.

Figure A.20: Overview page of all the users in the system. A list of groups
they are connected to can be asked for. Actions to remove, block or edit a
certain user are provided. A link to add a new user is not provided: users can
only be added to the system when they send a request that can be accepted
or denied by the administrator.
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Figure A.21: Showing all the groups a certain user is connected to. Groups
can be added or removed.

Figure A.22: A con�rmation is being asked if the administrator wants to
remove a user from the system.
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Figure A.23: Overview page of all the groups. A list of connected users can
be asked for. Actions to edit or remove a certain group are provided.

Figure A.24: Creating a new group. A name is required, some users can be
connected to it.
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Figure A.25: Adding a new WoT device to the system. An ID has to be
passed, together with a name and a base url. After creation, the administra-
tor will automatically be redirected to the page to connect some getters and
setters to the device (see next �gure).

Figure A.26: An overview from all the getters and setters that are already
connected to. A link to edit the basic info is provided, as well links to create,
update and delete getters and setters.
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Figure A.27: Adding a getter (or updating one) requires a unique name, a
part of a url on which data can be get, and the JSON response �eld that is
used to receive the wanted value.

Figure A.28: Adding a getter (or updating one) requires a unique name, a
part and zero to many parameters. These parameters will be JSON �elds
that need to be passed in order to edit some data at the endpoint.
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